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U

S President Barack
Obama tried to put on
a brave face when he
received Saudi Arabia’s
Crown Prince Mohammed bin Nayef Abdul-Aziz and
Deputy Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdul-Aziz
at the White House ahead of the
long awaited US-Gulf Cooperation
Council summit.
But even the photo opportunity
at the White House betrayed the
sense of malaise that US and Gulf
leaders had been trying to downplay. The very top Gulf Arab leaders
chose to miss the photo-op session
May 13th and were conspicuous by
their absence. Saudi King Salman
bin Abdul-Aziz Al Saud, the most
powerful of the six royal heads
of state invited to the summit at
Camp David, said he had to stay
home during a truce in the Yemen
conflict. He sent his deputies and
heirs instead.
Of the six Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) countries, only two
heads of state — from Qatar and
Kuwait — travelled to meet Obama.
The others — Bahrain, the United
Arab Emirates, Oman and Saudi
Arabia — sent lesser royals or deputies.
Meeting with the Saudi princes,
Obama stressed the special nature
of the relationship. “We are continuing to build that relationship
during a very challenging time,” he
said.
But the US “small footprint”
strategy in Yemen and relative
disengagement elsewhere in the
Middle East have not reassured the
traditional Gulf Arab allies, who
are becoming increasingly wary
of Iran expanding its influence
through regional proxies.
In response, Saudi Arabia assembled its own regional military coalition against Iranian-supported
Houthis in Yemen.
With a deal between the United
States, world powers and Iran over

US President Obama meets with Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Nayef (C) in the White House

Restoring the
confidence will
be among the
challenges of
the GCC leaders
and the Obama
administration
Tehran’s nuclear programme due
to be finalised by June 30th, Gulf
Arab countries fear the Islamic Republic will flex its muscles in the
region even more once economic
sanctions are loosened.
“What they fear, above all, is
that, for one reason or another,
American policy is beginning to

tilt towards Tehran and away from
traditional US allies in the region,”
said Hussein Ibish of the Arab Gulf
States Institute.
“We still think deeply that Iran is
a destabilising force and with the
nuclear deal it is going to be even
more destabilising. So I think fundamentally we — the GCC and the
US — are not on the same page anymore,” said Abdulkhaleq Abdulla,
a political scientist in the United
Arab Emirates.
Even with the US Navy 5th Fleet
based in Bahrain and a US military
command centre in Qatar, Gulf
countries feel security arrangements with the United States have
run their course and cannot match
the threats posed by Iran.
White House officials have said
the Camp David summit would
lead to integrating ballistic missile

defence systems and increasing
joint military exercises. But that
falls short of the type of strategic
security pact Gulf countries were
hoping for.
A broader problem, however,
is what Mustafa Alani, a security
analyst close to the Saudi government, calls “the trust gap”. The
experience of Gulf countries with
the Obama administration, he
says, has been “assurances, promises, nice words. But at the end of
the day they got nothing in their
hands.”
Restoring that confidence will be
among the key challenges of the
GCC leaders and the Obama administration.

sations and UN relief agencies to
deliver urgent assistance.
“The need today is for a real,
sustainable and repeated humanitarian pause to the hostilities, so
people can breathe and leave to
safer places,” Marie Claire Feghali,
spokeswoman for the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)
in Sana’a, told The Arab Weekly.
“The suffering is tremendous.
People queue up for everything:
bread, fuel, cooking gas, water…
Food prices have skyrocketed, in a
country where the population was
already too poor.”
The truce was proposed by Saudi
Arabia and accepted by the Houthi
rebels under the condition that it
was respected by all sides.
“The truce should imply that
fuel, food and medication can
enter the country and be distributed wherever they are needed,
and not only to specific areas,”
Feghali said, stressing that hospitals should be able to function in a
safe environment and medical and
health workers be respected and
not be targeted by belligerents.
A lot of work awaits internation-

al aid organisations according to
ICRC’s Sitara Jabeen in Geneva.
“The past six weeks of non-stop
fighting have been devastating for
the country’s services and infrastructure and it will take weeks if
not months to provide (the needed) emergency response,” Jabeen
told The Arab Weekly.

Mohammed Alkhereiji is the
Gulf section editor for The Arab
Weekly.

When the guns fell silent
Samar Kadi

Beirut

W

eeks of intense
fighting and unrelenting air strikes
by a Saudi-led
coalition
against
Iranian-backed Houthi rebels have
caused a serious humanitarian
crisis in Yemen, necessitating the
fragile truce, which went into effect May 12th.
The five-day ceasefire was
meant to allow relief organisations
the chance to deliver badly needed
food, water and fuel to hospitals
and the war-afflicted population.
In previous weeks, aid agencies
described the situation as “catastrophic”.
Some 1,400 people, mostly
civilians, are believed to have
been killed and more than 5,000
wounded, since coalition air
strikes started March 26th, according to UN estimates. More than
100,000 people have been displaced.

Waiting for water
In a country that relies almost
entirely on imports, the uninterrupted fighting in Yemen has
caused severe shortages in food,
water and fuel, affecting the whole
population of 24 million. Hospitals, overwhelmed by casualties,
were unable to function properly

without fuel to run generators and
pump water, leaving many of the
wounded without treatment. People were trapped in conflict zones,
unable to flee without fuel for their
vehicles.
The fighting made it almost impossible for humanitarian organi-

More than 100,000
people have been
displaced
Saudi Arabia said it was establishing a centre to coordinate humanitarian assistance for Yemen
and invited the United Nations to
join in the relief work.
There are 22 UAE ships loaded
with relief aid waiting to enter
Yemeni ports, UAE Minister of
State for Foreign Affairs Anwar
Gargash said in a television interview on May 10th.
Samar Kadi is the Society section
editor for The Arab Weekly.
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Fact Sheet
Countries
involved in the
Yemen campaign

A

Saudi-led coalition has
been targeting Shia rebels and their allies in
Yemen in a campaign of
air strikes since March
26th. Here’s a look at the countries
involved in the fighting so far, as
well as others offering material
support:

• Countries actively
participating in the air
campaign:

Children in the middle

Civilians bear the brunt of war in Yemen
Samar Kadi

Beirut

A

n overdue life-saving
aid operation began in
Yemen after a five-day
humanitarian
truce
went into effect, halting battles among Yemeni armed
groups and bombardments by a
Saudi-led coalition against Iranianbacked Houthi rebels.
The truce, which comes after
seven weeks of non-stop fighting
and coalition air strikes, was meant
to allow relief organisations to deliver much-needed assistance —
especially fuel, food and medical
aid — to the war-afflicted civilian
population.
The fighting wreaked havoc in
the Arab world’s poorest country,
killing more than 1,400 people
and injuring some 5,000 others,
mostly civilians, since coalition air
strikes started March 27th, according to the United Nations. As many
as 120,000 people have been displaced, demonstrating once again

that civilians bear the biggest brunt
of wars. “The current situation in
Yemen is extremely dangerous,
specifically with regards to the impact on basic human rights of civilians,” commented Belkis Wille of
Human Rights Watch (HRW).
Accusations of violations of human rights and rules of war, which
call on belligerents to avoid targeting civilian populations, have been
alleged to have been committed by
both sides of the conflict. HRW said
it documented several instances
in which indiscriminate shelling
and bombardment, including two
coalition air strikes in the Houthi
heartland in north Yemen, caused
civilian casualties.
Though the conduct of ground
fighters was more difficult to monitor due to lack of access to information, HRW reported grave human
rights violations against civilians.
“Serious violations were perpetrated, not only by Houthi fighters
but also by the other side, including units loyal to President [Abd
Rabbo Mansour] Hadi and the socalled Southern Resistance fighters,” Wille said.

Human Rights Watch warned the
Houthis had intensified recruitment of children, another violation
of international law.
In addition to being caught in the
crossfire, civilians were the hardest
hit by the coalition-imposed naval
and aerial blockade, which caused
critical shortages of food, water,
fuel and medical supplies. In a
country that imports some 90% of
its food and fuel, the blockade on
ports, airports and ground routes
proved to be detrimental.

The delivery of
humanitarian
assistance was not
void of controversy
and threats
With electricity and water systems damaged in the main cities,
acute shortages in fuel and medical
supplies forced several medical facilities to shut down, leaving scores
of injured civilians and patients
without treatment.
Marie Claire Feghali, a spokeswoman for the International Com-

mittee of the Red Cross (ICRC) in
Sana’a, said hospitals were struggling to deal with the large number
of dead and wounded.
“In Taiz, the centre for treatment
of patients with kidney diseases
has stopped working, and, in Aden,
hospitals are in the line of fire and
ambulances are stolen or shot at,”
Feghali told The Arab Weekly.
Even before the war, Yemen suffered from years of internal strife
and political upheaval.
The latest round of violence aggravated the precarious situation
for its population of 24 million,
more than half of whom live below
the poverty line.
Aid agencies were trying to take
advantage of the ceasefire, which
went into effect May 12th, to deliver life-saving assistance to the
hardest-hit sections of the country.
Feghali said the ICRC would continue with its urgent medical response, which included delivery of
fuel to hospitals and assisting those
facilities with medical equipment.
“Our teams have also been active in
fixing damaged water pipes, mainly in Aden, so that the water keeps
on flowing as much as possible,”
she added.
But the delivery of humanitarian
assistance was not void of controversy and threats. Iran triggered
Saudi and US warnings when it
announced that a warship would
escort a cargo ship loaded with Iranian aid destined for the Houthicontrolled area. Saudi Arabia said
no ship would be permitted to
reach Yemen unless there was prior
coordination with the coalition.
Furthermore, media affiliated
with both sides of the conflict expressed caution and pessimism
concerning the truce. The proHouthi Al-Thawra daily warned
Yemenis about trusting foreign aid
workers stating, “Beware of the
traitors at home and abroad who
may come under the pretext of
providing aid from the Red Cross
or elsewhere, as they may enter the
country under the name of delegations to become the hands and eyes
of aggression.”
The pro-government Saudi daily
Al-Watan ran the headline “Cautious truce, while Iran trifles”, alluding to Iranian humanitarian
ship.
In the meantime, Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud doubled
the oil-rich kingdom’s aid commitment to Yemen to $540 million.
Sustainable aid is a main concern, especially considering that
a solution to the complex crisis
in Yemen appeared to be far away
from being reached.

SAUDI ARABIA
The kingdom leads the coalition
carrying out air strikes in Yemen
targeting rebels known as Houthis and their allies, namely forces
loyal to former Yemeni leader Ali
Abdullah Saleh. Saudi Arabia has
deployed some 100 fighter jets,
150,000 soldiers and navy units for
the operation, according to reports
by Saudi-owned satellite news
channel Al-Arabiya.
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
The emirates have dispatched
fighter jets in strikes targeting
Scud missiles in Yemen, as well as
Houthi camps, air defence systems
and other military targets. The
state-run WAM news agency said
30 jets from the UAE were taking
part in the strikes.
MOROCCO
Morocco deployed six warplanes
based in the United Arab Emirates
to take part in coalition air strikes
in Yemen, but one of the Moroccan F-16 fighter jets has crashed in
Yemen.

• Countries contributing
aircraft to the coalition:
KUWAIT
The kingdom has offered 15
fighter jets for the operation, the
state-run Kuwait News Agency has
reported.
BAHRAIN
The tiny island kingdom sent 12
fighter jets from the Royal Bahraini
Air Force to take part in the operation, the state-run Bahrain News
Agency has reported.
QATAR
Qatar has contributed ten fighter
jets to the operation, according to
the UAE state news agency WAM.
SUDAN
Sudan has put four fighter jets at
the disposal of Saudi Arabia, Sudanese Information Minister Ahmed
Bilal Osman said. Sudan also has
offered to dispatch 6,000 soldiers
for ground operations for the coalition.
EGYPT
Egypt is believed to be offering both aircraft and naval vessels
for the operation, though officials
have not offered a breakdown of
their contribution.

• Countries contributing
ground troops:
SENEGAL
Senegal is sending 2,100 troops
to back the coalition, Foreign Affairs Minister Mankeur Ndiaye announced May 4th.

• Countries providing
material support:
UNITED STATES
The United States has conducted
aerial refuelling of Emirati F-16s
and Saudi F-15s taking part in the
bombing campaign, as well as offering logistical and intelligence
support. It has not taken part in air
strikes.
(The Associated Press)
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All of a sudden, things change in Syria
Mona Alami

Beirut

N

ew dynamics unfolding
in the see-sawing Syria
war, dovetailed by a series of “unfortunate incidents” within the regime’s inner circle, might indicate
a major shake-up of the status quo
and of President Bashar Assad’s
hold on power.
One after the other, Assad’s apparatchiks are falling victim to internal squabbles and mysterious
deaths.
The head of political security,
General Rustom Ghazaleh, a longtime regime stalwart, died in April
after reportedly being severely
beaten by another loyalist intelligence chief, General Rafiq Shehadeh, who was later dismissed
by Assad. There were reports that
Ghazaleh might have opposed
Iran’s growing influence in Syria.
In late 2014, Hafez Makhlouf, Assad’s cousin, was sacked as head
of security in Damascus province
and fled the country. Media reports
point to the temporary detention of
another presidential cousin, Munzer Assad.

The Assad regime is
no longer positioned
to secure an outright
military victory in
2015
Another member of the ruling
Alawite clan, Mohammed Tawfiq
Assad, a powerful cousin of the
president and known as the “Chief
of the Mountain”, was killed in
March.
At the same time, rebels have
made significant gains in the Syrian north and south. They have
taken control of the military base

of Wadi al-Deif in the north, after
capturing the provincial capital of
Idlib and the strategic town of Jisr
al-Shughour.
Fresh fighting is reported in the
Mediterranean province of Latakia near the mountains of Jabal
al-Akrad in the heartland of the
ruling Alawite sect. This is close to
some of the highest peaks in Syria,
including Nabi Younis, which overlook Alawite villages and Qardaha,
hometown of the Assad family.

Rebels have made
significant gains in
the Syrian north and
south
US Syria expert Joshua Landis
told The Arab Weekly that the strategic coastal region had “become
indefensible”.
In southern Syria, the opposition
halted offensives by Assad’s forces
and opened new fronts in Daraa
province while seizing the Nasib
border crossing with Jordan, a vital
trading artery and the last crossing
still operating. The key town of Busra al-Sham also fell to Assad’s foes.
A rebel campaign launched
against regime forces, including
Hezbollah, on the Lebanon-Syria
border is reported to be progressing
into the mountainous Qalamoun region in the west.
The northern and southern gains
were the result of better coordination between rebel factions and the
al-Nusra Front, the al-Qaeda affiliate in Syria. Similar dynamics were
noticed in the south.
This increased harmonisation
among rebel groups, which had previously battled among themselves,
was attributed to a change in approach by Saudi Arabia, Qatar and
Turkey.
The Washington Post remarked
that “since inheriting the throne
in January, Saudi King Salman has

Rebel convoy heading towards the town of Busra al-Harir in Deraa province on April 20, 2015.
moved forcefully to challenge the
expanding regional influence of
Iran”. He has also sought to shore
up the divided Syrian rebels in coordination with Doha and Ankara.
This rapprochement is a consequence of deep Arab dismay over
the April 2nd framework agreement
on Iran’s nuclear programme between Tehran and US-led powers.
This seriously undercut US credibility in Arab eyes.
The rebels’ gains can also be explained by their acquisition of sophisticated weaponry, including
American anti-tank TOW missiles,
said Syrian opposition member
Radwan Ziadeh.
Regardless of the reasons behind
this near-miraculous fusion of rebel military operations, Assad’s

“all corners strategy” has certainly
impeded the regime. This strategy
spread pro-regime forces in small
pockets in distant provinces that
are mostly hostile to Assad and his
Iranian allies.
This policy is one last explanation for the regime’s recent defeats.
These converging factors have, for
the first time, left Assad’s Alawite
bastion in the north gravely exposed.
Even so, this does not necessarily
mean that Assad’s hold on the country might be irremediably endangered since he still controls Syria’s
vital areas, namely urban centres in
the West and, most essentially, Damascus.
However, if reports the rebels are
going to get “Arab air cover” in the

Syrian women refugees in
Iraq’s Kurdish region find jobs
‘not shameful’
Erbil

T

wo years after fleeing from
her home in Damascus,
22-year-old Rahaf Abdullah is working at a gleaming mall in Iraq’s Kurdish
region, selling sweets to local women who largely refuse to take such
jobs.
While a mall job is a rite of passage for teenagers in the United
States, in Iraq’s conservative and
relatively well-off Kurdish region
the idea of women working — particularly in menial or retail jobs — is
frowned upon. That has created opportunities for some of the tens of
thousands of Syrian refugees and
displaced Iraqis who have sought
refuge in northern Iraq.
“The Kurdish girls are a bit conservative — no, a lot conservative,”
Abdullah said as she organised boxes of Middle Eastern sweets made
of spun sugar, fruit, pistachios and
honey. “Their logic is that the women never have to work. They only
have to go to school and then return
home.”
Syria’s civil war, now in its fifth
year, has resulted in the deaths of
more than 220,000 people and created nearly 4 million refugees, according to the United Nations. Hundreds of thousands of refugees are
languishing in camps, relying on international aid or struggling to support themselves in host countries
where jobs are scarce.
But in Iraq’s semi-autonomous
Kurdish region, where a quarter of
a million Syrians are living among 5
million Iraqis, refugee women like

Abdullah have found decent work.
She gets paid around $500 a
month — five times what she says
she would make in Damascus — to
work at Family Mall, a vast shopping
mall in the Kurdish regional capital,
Erbil. Down the gleaming corridor
from her sweets shop are stores
selling familiar Western brands like
Timberland and Clarks and a branch
of the French hypermarket chain
Carrefour.
The mall was built in 2010 when
the region was booming on promises of oil wealth that have yet to
be realised. The Kurdish region has
struggled to fully exploit its resources because of longstanding disputes with the central government
in Baghdad and since last summer
Kurdish forces have been battling
the Islamic State (ISIS) group, which
came within 35 kilometres of Erbil
last August.

Refugees from Syria,
which was largely
secular before the
civil war, do not face
similar constraints
But the crisis has yet to erode
traditional notions of gender roles.
Here, as in other conservative parts
of the region, the mingling of men
and women outside of the home is
seen as indecent.
“I don’t have any intention of
working. We Iraqis are conservative
and can’t be in places like malls,”
said Tara Qusay, a well-dressed,
20-year-old from Baghdad who was
vacationing in Erbil. “It’s about cul-

ture and tradition. The man won’t
allow his wife to work and a father
won’t allow the daughters to work.”
The thought of working actually
intrigues young Alan Peshtiwan and
her two friends, all Erbil residents,
as they stroll through the mall. None
wear the conservative headscarf but
that does not mean their families
would approve of them working.
“Society and some families don’t
allow us to work,” she said. “Otherwise we would love to.”
Refugees from Syria, which was
largely secular before the civil war,
do not face similar constraints.
Amira Mohammed, 21, said she
had little trouble finding a job in
Erbil after she left her home in the
war-battered northern Syrian city
of Aleppo two years ago. Her hair
pulled tightly back into a top knot
sporting a yellow bow, she now
works in a high-end cosmetics and
handbag shop.
“For them, work is shameful but
for us it’s normal, so very few Iraqi
women work,” she said.
Nabil al-Ethari, an economist and
head of the Development Iraq organisation, acknowledges the cultural barriers but worries that Iraq
has caught some of the “oil disease”
found elsewhere in the region.
“Unfortunately, like many other
oil-rich countries, we have no respect for work, we always expect the
easy money — and that goes for men
and women,” he said. “This makes
the local worker a very weak competitor to any foreigner coming from
a neighbouring country … For them,
work is a top priority.”
(The Associated Press)

Different upbringing

north and south are confirmed, that
will significantly shift the precarious balance of power. The Syrian
Observer newspaper said the US
administration has listened to proposals from Turkish and Arab officials to “establish buffer zones”, or
provide air cover for fighters trained
and equipped in cooperation with
the Pentagon.
The Assad regime is no longer positioned to secure an outright military victory in 2015. A further escalation across Syria could jeopardise
its control of key terrain positions.
Mona Alami is a French-Lebanese
analyst and a fellow at the Rafik
Hariri Center for The Middle East
of the Atlantic Council. She lives in
Beirut.
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In Erbil life goes on
Karen Dabrowska

Erbil

T

he Virgin Mary gazes
compassionately
from
her statue in a square in
the Christian suburb of
Erbil, the capital of Iraqi
Kurdistan and a city hosting many
thousands of Christian and Yazidi
refugees fleeing persecution by
ISIS extremists.
Though the city is an oasis of
peace and tolerance in a region
torn by war and violence, in April
the Islamic State (ISIS) claimed
responsibility for a car bombing
outside the US consulate in Erbil,
killing three people and wounding
14. Such attacks are relatively rare
however in Kurdistan, which has
insulated itself from the worst violence engulfing the rest of Iraq.
Hundreds of churches have
been destroyed and thousands of
Christians, Yazidis and Muslims
have been killed by ISIS. Kurdish
peshmerga forces are fighting to
keep the militants at bay on the
frontlines just some 40 kilometres
away.

The city is an oasis of
peace and tolerance
in a region torn by
war and violence
Despite the fighting, the atrocities and the displacement of thousands of people, normal life goes
on in Erbil,” said Dr Rang Shawis,
director of the city’s ultra-modern
Kurdistan Children’s Hospital.
No dogs, no cigarettes and no
guns or knives are allowed inside
the beautifully landscaped hospital buildings, decorated with fountains and large pictures of animals
— squirrels, fish, dolphins and butterflies — meant to put sick children at ease.
“There is a lot of misery… The
Ministry of Health is trying hard to
look after the [1.5 million] refugees

in Kurdistan with no support from
the central government in Baghdad,” Shawis said in an interview
with The Arab Weekly.
Iraqi Kurdistan is suffering from
a slow economy, severely affected
by the central government’s failure
to transfer the region’s share of the
national budget. This has deeply
strained the Kurdistan Regional
Government’s capacity to provide
services to its 5 million people
while dealing with a huge refugee
crisis and the war with ISIS.
Consequently, most of the celebrations on Newroz, the Kurdish
New Year on March 21st, were cancelled. The people felt it was a time
for mourning those who lost their
lives in recent fighting, rather than
a time for festivities.
But the stoic Kurds are confidently looking to a brighter future.
Families enjoy spring in the Qaysari Bazaar, next to Erbil’s Citadel,
claimed to be the oldest continuously inhabited site in the world,
dating back 8,000 years. The citadel, on UNESCO’s World Heritage
list, is closed to visitors due to renovation in anticipation of an influx
of tourists, which residents hope
for, once the dust of war settles.
A large poster of the Statue of
Liberty displayed by Izzi Travel
Agency is a clear sign that Westerners are welcome in the region.
Modern stylish hotels of high
European standards once housed
Western oil executives, now aid
workers are staying there at reduced rates. Hotel coffee shops are
mostly frequented by non-governmental organisation (NGO) personnel who jokingly describe them as
“unofficial offices”.
A lot of the city is work in progress with scores of buildings unfinished due to the financial crisis.
Palatial traditional houses exist
in happy harmony with modern
glass-fronted buildings, Westernstyle shopping malls and elegant
coffee shops and sushi restaurants.
Shafiq Harris, chairman of the
Kurdish Aid Foundation, describes
the Kurds of Iraq as “light Mus-

A displaced Iraqi child, in Erbil.
lims”, in reference to the Kurdish
enclave’s liberal lifestyle compared
to the rest of the country. Alcohol
is largely available in up-market
restaurants and hotels, where immaculately dressed women in
Western clothes enjoy a night out
in the company of men.
Most of the development in
Iraq’s Kurdistan has taken place after Saddam Hussein’s ouster in the
US invasion of Iraq in 2003. In 1991,
when the US-imposed no-fly zone
in north Iraq ensured Saddam’s
planes would not attack the enclave following an uprising, Erbil
was a treeless, neglected, urban
backwater.
Today, the city boasts new paved
roads, sidewalks and parks. The
names of 98 people killed in a suicide bomb attack in 2004 cover
the wall of a huge stone monument documenting the atrocities
of Saddam’s era. On top, a line that
summarises the Kurds long-time

struggle for independence reads,
“The tree of freedom has been watered with the blood of martyrs.”
The four-star Chwar Chra Hotel in the city centre resembles a
cultural museum with traditional
glass mosaics, Kurdish musical
instruments, stained-glass lamps
and crafts. It was named after the
square where the Kurdish leaders of the short-lived Republic of
Mahabad in Iran were hanged in
1947. Masoud Barzani, the president of the Kurdistan region, was
born in Mahabad where his father,
legendary Kurdish leader Mustafa
Barzani, was a commander of the
Kurdish republic’s military forces.
The Iraqi Kurdish enclave is ruled
by the Kurdistan Democratic Party
(KDP) of Masoud Barzani and the
Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK)
of Jalal Talabani. Following a civil
war between the two parties in the
1990s, the two sides formed a joint
administration, the KDP maintains

its influence in the governorates of
Erbil and Dohuk while the PUK is
dominant in Sulaymaniyah.
Internal politics and disagreements put aside, the Kurdish people stand united when it comes
to defending their autonomous
region. Erbil’s residents are quick
to report any suspicious activity to
police.
As he comes to the end of his
briefing to a visiting humanitarian
delegation from the London-based
Kurdish Aid Foundation, Shawis
describes life in Iraqi Kurdistan as
a game of Snakes and Ladders.
“You reach 92 on the ladder and
then the snake gets you,” he said in
an obvious reference to attempts
to destabilise the Kurdish region,
which remains a relatively calm
spot in a country devastated by
sectarian strife and hatred.
Karen Dabrowska is an Arab
Weekly contributor in London.

For Iraq’s Kurds, the dream of independence put on hold
Mona Alami

Beirut

I

raq’s Kurds, known for their
pragmatism, have been able to
defend their national interests
in a region plagued by constant
upheaval. But now that events
appear to be taking a turn for the
worse, with Iran-Arab rivalry reaching unprecedented levels, the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG)
will have to exercise great care as
it navigates increasingly dangerous
waters that have for now delayed
its dream of independence.
In early May, Masoud Barzani,
president of the semi-autonomous
enclave in northern Iraq, told a
closed discussion organised by
the Atlantic Council, a Washington
think-tank, that “the war against
the Islamic State (ISIS) has postponed the Kurds’ referendum on
independence”.

The ISIS onslaught
on Iraq and the
Kurdish region has
cost the Kurds dearly
The ISIS onslaught on Iraq and
the Kurdish region, which shares a
1,000km front line with the group’s
self-proclaimed caliphate, has cost
the Kurds dearly. Some 1,200 of
their peshmerga fighters have been
killed, with another 7,000 wounded.
Supported by coalition air strikes,
Kurdish forces have defended their
territory against the jihadists. But
the region has been rocked by sev-

Kurdish peshmerga fighters near the bodies of the Islamic State
militants on the outskirt of Kirkuk.
eral bombings. In April, one in Erbil, the capital, targeted the Christian area of Ainkawa, where the US
consulate is located.
Jamestown Foundation researcher and leading Kurdish expert
Wladimir van Wilgenburg reported
that “the bombing was claimed by
the Kirkuk Wilayat,” the self-proclaimed ISIS governorate covering
the disputed oil-rich Kirkuk region,
which Kurds claim is historically
theirs.
In November 2014, six people
were killed in Erbil when a suicide
bomber tried to drive his vehicle
into the government headquarters, only to be cut down by gunfire
from the guards. There was also an

attack against the Security Directorate in Erbil on September 29, 2013.
The fighting has weighed heavily
on the Kurds’ resources and economic stability. Barzani says there
are about 1.5 million displaced in
Kurdistan, including 250,000 refugees from Syria. In Dohuk province,
refugees and displaced outnumber
the indigenous population.
In February, a KRG-World Bank
report estimated that economic
growth in Kurdistan shrank 5 percentage points while the poverty
rate more than doubled from 3.5%
to 8.1%. The report estimated that
stabilisation costs in 2015 will total
at least $1.4 billion above the KRG’s
budget.

The budget, heavily inflated because of the war, has also been
hurt by plunging oil prices. This
has strained a deal between the
KRG and Baghdad, under which
the Kurds get a 17% share of Iraqi
government revenue if they export
their oil through state-owned pipelines.
But the KRG is using a pipeline
running northwards through Turkey to the Mediterranean port of
Ceyhan and pocketing the revenue
without Baghdad’s consent.
The fighting, falling oil prices
and tense relations with Baghdad
are not the KRG’s only challenges.
Iraq is home to both Sunni and Shia
Muslims, which has left the Kurds,
an ethnic minority, in a tough spot
as tensions grow between the regional representatives of these
communities, Saudi Arabia and
Iran. As Iran appears to be moving
towards a deal on its nuclear programme with US-led world powers, the Saudis have been upping
the ante against Iran’s expansionist
policies.
In March, Saudi Arabia, heading
a coalition of ten Sunni Arab states,
unleashed a military campaign
against Shia Houthi insurgents,
who are supposedly backed by Iran,
in Yemen.
In Syria, fresh rebel advances appear to be linked to a new-found
collaboration between Saudi Arabia and Turkey, resulting in greater
unity among the groups fighting
President Bashar Assad, Iran’s main
Arab ally. The Kurds have astutely
risen above regional conflicts, setting aside religion to focus on their
national interest, namely achieving
statehood.

In Washington, Barzani reminded the Atlantic Council audience that while he did not know
“whether it would happen next
year or when … independence is
certainly coming.”
His priority is to ignore regional
disputes while defending Kurdistan’s interests amid the increasingly complex Iraqi turmoil. While the
ISIS offensive may have weighed
heavily on the Kurds, it has also underlined the military capabilities of
its peshmerga and highlighted its
government’s growing credibility.

The poverty rate
more than doubled
from 3.5% to 8.1%
In addition, Kurds will be instrumental in the coming offensive on
Mosul, de facto capital of the ISIS
caliphate in Iraq, which has made
Washington — fearful of seeing Iraq
partitioned — more inclined to funnel weapons to the KRG, according to a Kurdish official quoted by
Rudaw, a Kurdish news agency.
“Arming the Kurds will not lead
to independence” since they lack
the economic means and international recognition, van Wilgenburg
argues. He’s right. To achieve a sustainable independence, the KRG
may need more time to strengthen
its economy and its infrastructure,
while smoothing out internal Kurdish rivalries.
Playing a leading role in degrading and destroying ISIS could also
allow the KRG to acquire precious
international support, strengthening its hand in the regional game of
high-stakes poker.
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Iraq’s widows, abandoned
and ignored, turn to begging
Nermeen Mufti

Baghdad

Y

ou see them draped in
head-to-toe black robes
and head covers, begging
on street corners or selling anything from vegetables to cigarettes.
They are Iraq’s widows. UN agencies estimate they make up to 3 million of the total Iraqi population of
32 million. The government insists
their number does not exceed 1 million.
Either way, the number of widows grows by at least five each day.
“It is a significant social problem
which is of the least concern to the
government,” Iraqi women’s rights
activist Sana Abdul Hamid told The
Arab Weekly.
Abdul Hamid blamed the number
of widows on the succession of Iraqi wars, starting with the 1980-88
conflict with Iran.

The majority of Iraqi
widows are the sole
providers for their
families

The numbers of Iraqi men killed
in wars grew in the 1990 invasion of
Kuwait, the 1991 US-led war to end
the Iraqi occupation of the petroleum-rich Gulf emirate and the 2003
US-led invasion of Iraq — fighting
that left tens of thousands of widowed women.
But there are no government
agencies assigned to help widows.
Even non-governmental organisations have few programmes related
to widowed women.
“As long as the majority of the
widows are poor and do not read

and write, they become victims of
fraud while seeking their rights,”
said Amal Obaidi, a lawyer.
“Additionally, there’s official corruption that swallows the salaries
allocated to them by the Ministry of
Labour and Social Affairs,” Obaidi
told The Arab Weekly.
A widow’s pension is 120,000
Iraqi dinars — about $95 — a month,
barely enough to make ends meet.
“Although it is not that much,
only the lucky widows manage to
take the money,” said Hayat Aziz, a
28-year-old widow whose husband
was killed two years ago in a car
bombing in Baghdad. State officials
take advantage of illiterate widows
by having them sign receipts but
then don’t give them their money.
The mother of two sons, the elder
of whom is in primary school, Aziz
shares a rented apartment with her
mother-in-law, who is also a widow.
“I am the only breadwinner for the
family, so I clean houses to provide
for them,” Aziz said.
According to various international organisations, the majority of
Iraqi widows are the sole providers
for their families.
Mayyasa Thonoun, 70, told The
Arab Weekly she lost her husband
in a car accident several years ago.
Afterwards, her ten sons died, one
after the other. Three of Thonoun’s
sons were policemen who were
assassinated in their native Tel
Afer, about 540 kilometres north
of Baghdad, while the others were
killed when Islamic State (ISIS) militants took over the town last June.
Now, Thonoun is displaced like
the other Turkmen families from
Tel Afer in Karbala, a city south of
Baghdad that houses some of the
holiest shrines of the Shia Muslims.
“I don’t have enough money to
feed my deceased sons’ seven wid-

ows and their children,” Thonoun
said, explaining that the money
she receives from the state is barely
enough to cover her expenses for
one week. She did not say if the
other three sons had been married.
She said she could not take the
pension money of her three sons,
the assassinated policemen, to give
it to their children.

UN agencies
estimate they make
up to 3 million of the
total Iraqi
population of 32
million
“A lawyer asked for 3 million Iraqi
dinars ($2,536) to help me finish the
paperwork but I don’t have money
to pay for that,” said Thonoun.
Another widow, 48-year-old Um
Mohammed, said she lost her husband at the peak of Iraq’s sectarian
violence in 2007.
“I receive, every now and then,
money and food from mosques and
neighbours”, Um Mohammed, who
sells vegetables in Baghdad, told
The Arab Weekly.
“I take care of five daughters,”
said the woman, who rents a room
in a house she shares with a handful of other widows and her daughters.
“Once, I thought of going to
Syria, before the civil war there,
but someone who used to help me
warned me against going there,” she
said. “He told me that many young
widows, or their young daughters,
were forced to take up dirty jobs,
like working in nightclubs.”
Young widows are often subjected to sexual harassment but the
majority remains silent for fear that
police would prosecute them.

Tough days (Photo: Karim Kalash)
“Because of wars and the extraordinary circumstances, widows
are always accused of stealing and
subject to gossiping,” said Ilham
Mahmoud, 32. She is a widow and
a lawyer who defends the rights of
widows in Iraq.
“Bread-winning widows are under so much pressure,” Mahmoud
told The Arab Weekly. She pointed
to the absence of a system to guarantee the flow of charity to them.
“They are ignored by the government and I don’t see any progress
towards finding a solution to their
plight as long as the violence goes
on and the government is busy with

the war against terrorism,” she added.
It is the state’s duty to uphold
the rights of widows and others
like orphans. But at present, widows remain in the streets begging
for money and food. There may be
some light at the end of the tunnel,
however: Iraqi widows return to
centre stage of Iraqi politics every
four years when female parliamentary candidates come vying for
their votes during electioneering.
Nermeen Mufti, based in Baghdad,
has been covering Iraqi affairs for
three decades.

The dysfunctional alliance in Iraq

View poi nt

Harvey Morris

A

fter losing a quarter
of the territory it
seized in Iraq less
than a year ago and
with its founderleader, Abu Bakr
al-Baghdadi, put out of action in
an American air raid, the selfstyled Islamic State (ISIS) might
be thought to be on the run.
That would be to underestimate
not only the remaining strength of
the jihadists, but also the bitter divisions among the disparate forces
ranged against them.
The state players and factions
opposing ISIS in Iraq constitute
less a united coalition than a collection of bitter rivals that appear
more intent on preventing each
other gaining an advantage than
they are on confronting the common enemy.
This background of enmity
means that potential allies constantly challenge each other’s
motives and even accuse rivals of
conspiring with insurgents.
The only common ground is
that all the anti-ISIS players claim
to support the territorial integrity
of the Iraqi state, although their
actions invariably indicate that
sectarian interests, rather than
national unity, take precedence.
It is worth reviewing the line-up
of this dysfunctional non-alliance.
First comes the national government in Baghdad headed

Suspicion rather than
cooperation is the
hallmark of an anti-ISIS
campaign

by Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi,
successor of the power-hungry
Nuri al-Maliki, a Shia sectarian
whose violent suppression of
Sunni dissent is seen as having contributed to driving large
numbers of Sunnis into the arms
of ISIS.
Al-Abadi, also a Shia, has attempted to portray himself as a
non-sectarian leader. However,
when this has involved wooing the
Kurds and potential Sunni tribal
allies with promises of more weapons to combat ISIS, he has faced a
backlash from Shia hard-liners like
Maliki.
He can boast that Tikrit has
been liberated on his watch, but
that was done to a great extent by
Shia militias who stand accused
of widespread bloody reprisals
against Sunnis.
Post-Tikrit, Al-Abadi and the
official armed forces will need all
the domestic help they can get to
push the offensive against ISIS in
Anbar province and even towards
Mosul, Iraq’s second largest city
and the insurgents’ stronghold
seized in June 2014.
Local Sunnis, however, even
if disillusioned by the realities
of life in Baghdadi’s “caliphate”,
might nevertheless be reluctant to
swap jihadist rule for that by Shia
militias.
That leaves the Kurds, the other
significant Iraqi component in the
military fight against ISIS. The
peshmerga forces of the Kurdistan
Regional Government (KRG) have
been at the forefront of reversing
the insurgents’ territorial gains in
2014.
However, much of their activity has focused on areas Arabised
by Saddam Hussein and disputed
with Baghdad. That has given rise

to accusations from other Iraqi
participants that the Kurds are
exploiting the crisis to snatch territory that will be part of a future
Kurdish state.
Hence a Republican-sponsored
US congressional proposal that
Washington should directly arm
the Kurds and Sunnis to fight
ISIS, if Baghdad fails to do so,
prompted a furore this week when
Iraq’s Shia-dominated parliament
condemned the initiative as a bid
to splinter Iraq.
That was nothing compared
to the reaction from the radical
Shia cleric Muqtada al-Sadr, who
threatened to revive his supposedly disbanded militias to attack US
interests if Congress dared to treat
Kurds and Sunnis as independent
entities for the purpose of supplying them with weapons.
The Kurds continue to support
the concept of a federated Iraqi
state but with decreasing commitment given Erbil’s contentious relationship with Baghdad. Kurdish
President Masoud Barzani was in
Washington for talks expected
to touch on enhanced rights
for the Kurds.
The US administration,
despite Iraqi accusations it
is conspiring to break up the
country, has in fact done its
best to dampen Kurdish
aspirations for independence.
If relations
between the
various antiISIS elements
within Iraq are
strained,
then the
divisions
among the
outside states

The state
players and
factions
opposing
ISIS in Iraq
constitute
less a united
coalition than
a collection of
bitter rivals

involved are even more tenuous.
The United States and Iran both
have a stake in confronting the
insurgents and are ostensibly
fighting on the same side. But
suspicion rather than cooperation
is the hallmark of an anti-ISIS campaign that has included both US air
raids and Iranian-directed ground
operations. Although Washington
could argue that the air campaign
it leads has provided a turning
point against ISIS, many Iraqis
continue to believe that ISIS is a
creature of America and its allies.
In a revealing comment to
America’s PBS radio, Major Jameel
Hameed Khatim of the Popular
Mobilisation Forces, a Shia militia,
said of ISIS: “The expertise is British, the intelligence is Jewish and
the weapons are American. The
Islamic State attacks are part of a
British plan.” For every Major Khatim, of course, there is an analyst
in Washington who will argue that
Tehran wants ISIS to survive in
Iraq simply to justify Iranian intervention
there.
With this level of
distrust and mutual
paranoia among the
enemies of ISIS,
it might be
premature
to write
off the
caliphate.

Harvey Morris has worked in the
Middle East for many years and
written several books, including
No Friends but the Mountains,
published in 1989.
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Beholden to the past
and its tragedies

T

he past few weeks have been marked by historic
anniversaries.
Western countries and Russia celebrated the anniversary of the end of World War II, in which between 50
million and 80 million died. The magnitude of that
human toll is mindboggling and a reminder of what
men can wreak upon fellow men. Among those who
gave their lives were troops from the Middle East and North
Africa, who took part as members of the colonial armies of the
time. Their sacrifices have yet to receive full recognition.
The 70th anniversary of the war commemorated the defeat of
the Nazis and the end of their atrocities, including the Holocaust.
Hitler’s vile project to exterminate European Jewry was to have a
tremendous impact on subsequent events in the Middle East.
April marked the centenary of the Armenian tragedy, which
many (including virtually all Armenians) term a “genocide”,
which others (including most Turks) deny. Lebanon commemorated the 40th anniversary of its bloody civil war, as well as the
10th anniversary of the Syrian evacuation of Lebanon. And April
was the 12th anniversary of the US invasion of Iraq, the fall of
Baghdad and the beginning of Iraq’s descent into the sectarian
strife that still characterises it.

© Yaser Ahmed for The Arab Weekly

Lieberman’s spite
torpedoes Netanyahu
and Israeli right

While these anniversaries were being commemorated, new
tragedies are unfolding. The injustice and human folly that caused
many of them have yet to be addressed.
Much of the Levant is engulfed in the flames of religious
extremism and sectarian violence. Tragically, wars in the Middle
East often do not breed wisdom. They just breed more war.
The peoples of the Middle East have a uniquely long memory,
which too often uses narratives of past sectarian and tribal
horrors as reason to perpetuate hate and revenge.
Beholden to the past, many people of the region have great
difficulty grasping the opportunities of the present or the possibilities of the future. Compromise and reconciliation do not come
easy especially to people who still have to live with consequences
of past injustices.

Martin Sieff

May 15th marks the anniversary of the Palestinian Nakba, the
tragic uprooting of Palestinians from their homeland when Israel
was created in 1948. For Israelis, it is a celebration of independence; for Palestinians, it is a reminder of their tragic history and
ongoing occupation.
Almost nobody disputes the right of Israel to exist in the internationally recognised borders of 1967. But Israel is yet to fully and
clearly recognise that the right of Palestinians to a viable state of
their own is the only way to achieve sustainable peace.
The remembrance of past tragedies can be a source of wisdom,
but only if it serves as a reminder to do the right thing when the
right thing can still be done.
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Netanyahu will
certainly seek to
expand and
strengthen his
coalition

W

hat a difference
the anger and
wounded pride
of one man
makes!
Former Israeli
Foreign Minister Avigdor Lieberman was Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu’s right-hand man as he
climbed back to power from the
political wilderness and was then
a trusted member of the cabinet.
But Lieberman has refused to join
Netanyahu’s latest ruling coalition
and, in doing so, he drove a stake
through the heart of right-wing
nationalist unity in Israel.
On paper, the new coalition is
the most right-wing government
Israel has ever had. New Justice
Minister Ayelet Shaked has been
extraordinary in her publicly
expressed hatred for Palestinians.
She has called for their genocide.
She has made no secret of her determination to cripple the judicial
reach of Israel’s Supreme Court
and push through legislation extending the Jewish, as opposed to
the democratic nature, of Israel.
But even Netanyahu will not
dare to let her achieve any of these
things. For his coalition is dependent on the ten votes of Finance
Minister Moshe Kahlon’s Kulanu
Party. Kahlon is a yet another
Likud renegade who broke away
from Netanyahu but he is on the
moderate wing of Likud and takes
pride in taking civil liberties seriously.
In any case, the new coalition
would collapse with the defection
of only one or two members of the
Knesset. This means that every
parliament member supporting the government will follow
Lieberman’s example and show no
restraint whatsoever. Netanyahu
must devote himself fulltime to
appeasing every one of the most
obscure and egotistical Knesset
members in the coalition parties.
Netanyahu will certainly seek to expand and
strengthen his coalition
but there is only one
direction he can truly
go: He will have to create
a grand coalition with
the Labour Party/Zionist
Union centre-left bloc led
by Isaac Herzog. It won six
seats fewer than Netanyahu in the March 17th
general election. Together
with Likud, it would form a solid
core of 54 votes out of 120 in the
Knesset.

It would not be difficult for
Netanyahu to round up the
pragmatic two religious Jewish
parties, United Torah Judaism (six
seats) and Shas (seven seats). That
would allow him to make tactical
compromises with Herzog and
Labour and shrug off Lieberman
and Naftali Bennett, the rising star
of the hard-line right (his Jewish
Home party has eight seats).
In the short term, Netanyahu’s
current government will sound
more right-wing and extreme than
ever and this will unquestionably
increase Israel’s isolation in the
global community.
Also, Netanyahu’s grandstanding speech to the US Congress is
already backfiring. Relations with
the Obama administration have
never been worse.
On May 7th, 150 Democrats in
the US House of Representatives
signed a letter publicly supporting
Obama’s nuclear agreement with
Iran. As Roll Call and the Washington Post noted, that means that
if Netanyahu’s allies in Congress
voted to reject the Iranian nuclear deal and Obama vetoed the
rejection, there would be enough
Democrats to sustain the veto.
Netanyahu will struggle on and
try to avoid having to call another
general election within the next
year.
He remains the Great Survivor
of Israeli politics. No one matches
his skill in putting together unlikely coalitions and keeping them
together.
But thanks to Lieberman’s spite,
Netanyahu’s bold gamble to call a
general election three years earlier
than he had to has backfired. He
expected to get a strong right-wing
coalition to defy US efforts to revive the peace process and broker
a two-state solution. Instead, he
may be forced into a coalition with
Labour and Herzog and they want
to revive the peace process.
Netanyahu has suffered a
humiliating reversal of fortune.
And it was Lieberman, his old best
friend in politics, who brought it
about.
Martin Sieff is a veteran foreign
correspondent and a senior fellow
of the American University in
Moscow. He is the author of five
books, including Gathering Storm:
The Seventh Era in American
History and the Coming Crises
That Will Bring It About. www.
martinsieff.com. Follow him on
Twitter @MartinSieff.
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The new British government’s
objectives at home and abroad

Daniel

T

he election of a
Conservative majority
government in Great
Britain is a truly
significant moment. It
is the first time the
governing party has increased its
Kawczynski
share of the vote and number of
seats since 1983 and the first time
the Conservative Party has won
an outright majority since 1992.
We intend to use the mandate to
continue with our strong economic
policy. Our effective economic
management of public finances
means that we have already
reduced Britain’s annual deficit
by more than half and we are on
course to run a small government
surplus by 2018. This surplus will
be then used on an on-going basis
to start repaying massive debts incurred under the previous Labour
administration. It is vital we clear
as much of this debt as
possible for three primary
reasons:
It is also our
1. To ensure the next
intention to pursue
generation of Britons are
not saddled with these
a strong policy
onerous debts as we must
on defence
protect them and their
standard of living
2. We currently spend
more than 50 billion
pounds ($77 billion) a year just
paying the interest on these debts,
which is a huge waste of resources
and money that could be going
directly into important public

services. By tackling these debts
we will therefore reduce the debt
interest charge on an annual basis
3. We must prepare for the next
economic storm. Our history is littered with global economic crises
that go on to affect our economies
and we must start to repay our
debts and squirrel money away
to weather any future economic
storm. The classic judgment of
Labour of overspending during the
good times and over-borrowing
allowed us to be very vulnerable
when the 2008 economic crash
swept the American and European
economies.
We will also now ensure that
there is a referendum of our membership of the European Union.
The prime minister has started renegotiations and discussions with
our key partners and allies. Those
renegotiated terms will be made
public at the very earliest opportunity so that the British people can
digest them and assess whether it
is in their interests for Britain to
remain a member of the European Union. We will then ensure
a national debate of unparalleled
significance in my lifetime and a
decision in 2017 that I hope will
one way or the other settle this
issue for a generation.
Another major issue of great
importance will be the scrapping
of the Human Rights Act, replacing
it with a British Bill of Rights. This
will give fundamental protection

of the rights of British citizens but
to be administered and protected
by the British judicial system rather than the current interference
from foreign courts in Luxemburg
and Brussels.

I anticipate the
prime minister
promoting ever
closer relations
with Egypt
As a proud sovereign nation we
respect the emphasis of common
standards and practice across the
European Union. We feel very
strongly when it comes to matters
of justice that our own courts and
our Supreme Court must have final
jurisdiction rather than those decisions being taken by foreign judges
with very little accountability to
the British electorate.
A great deal of information will
start to appear over the coming
months about the establishment
of a British Bill of Rights and I look
forward to seeing confidence being
restored as a result of this recalibration of judicial responsibility
and accountability.
We are a strong nation because
we are united but a significant
number of Scottish National
Party Members of Parliament have
been elected from Scotland. It is

important we continue with constitutional reforms to ensure that
Scotland receives further fiscal and
legislative autonomy while guarding the wishes of their people to
remain within the United Kingdom.
It is also our intention to pursue
a strong policy on defence with
a commitment to renew our independent nuclear capacity with
the construction of four trident
nuclear submarines. As one of
only five permanent members of
the UN Security Council, we have
a duty and responsibility to invest
in strong conventional forces as
well as an independent nuclear
deterrent.
I anticipate the prime minister
promoting ever closer relations
with Egypt and through changes at
UKTI [UK Trade and Investment]
a greater emphasis on increasing bilateral trade with our very
important Arab ally.
Personally I am very keen to
promote economic links between
Egypt and our important county
of Shropshire. For any readers
seeking to invest in the UK or find
Shropshire partners please contact
me on daniel.kawczynski.mp@
parliament.uk.
Daniel Kawczynski is a member
of the British Parliament from the
Conservative Party. He represents
Shrewsbury and Atcham in
Shropshire, England.

Getting to an end game in Yemen
Washington

T

he humanitarian
ceasefire in Yemen
offered an opportunity to pause and
think about a possible
Gregory Aftandilian
end game to that
bloody conflict — and how to
achieve it.
First, it is necessary to assess the
motivations of the various players
inside and outside of Yemen.
Last September, the Houthis,
who follow the Zaidi branch of
Shia Islam and receive some,
but probably not a great deal of,
Iranian assistance, moved south
into the Yemeni capital of Sana’a,
effectively taking it over. They
were aided by forces loyal to former Yemeni President Ali Abdullah
Saleh, himself a Zaidi.
But Saleh was not motivated by
religious ideology. Instead, Saleh
was seeking revenge against Abd
Rabbo Mansour Hadi, his former
vice-president who became president with the support of the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC), the
United States and other powers in
the wake of demonstrations that
rocked Yemen in 2012.
Saleh’s allies, the Houthis, have
different motivations. Although
they have taken over large parts of
Yemen, they probably do not want
the entire country, which would
be a huge political headache for
them, especially since most of the
country follows Sunni Islam and
would resist Houthi domination.
Instead, they seem to want
broad autonomy for their home
base in the north, an end
to Sunni Muslim preachers proselytising in their
The ceasefire is an
and a share of the
opportunity to think region
national government.
about a possible end These are not unreasonable demands, provided
game to that conflict the Houthis retreat to their
northern province as part
of a deal.
The forces arrayed
against the Houthis inside
Yemen are various Sunni militias
in and around the southern city
of Aden, Sunni tribes, militants
linked to al-Qaeda in the Arabian

What’s after the war?
Peninsula (AQAP) and some southern separatist forces.
Within the regional context,
Saudi Arabia is the most alarmed
of the countries arrayed against
the Houthis. The Saudis have given
sanctuary to Hadi, unleashed an
intensive air campaign against
Houthi positions and have elicited
the support of other members of
the Arab League to form an antiHouthi coalition.
Saudi motivations are complex:
First and foremost, they want
the Houthis defeated to diminish
Iran’s influence in the kingdom’s
backyard. They also want a pliant
Yemen and know that as long as
the Houthis are in charge they will
not get one. While some Arab coalition partners, such as Egypt, have
participated in air strikes and have
put warships off the Yemeni coast,
their level of hostility towards the
Houthis is below that of the Saudis.
As for the United States, it con-

tinues to call Hadi the legitimate
president of Yemen and contributed intelligence support and
military supplies to the Saudis and
has warned Iran against supplying
the Houthis with military material.
The United States has leaned on the
Saudis to accept the ceasefire so
humanitarian supplies could reach
the Yemeni people and Washington
appears to want a solution to end
the crisis.
The Saudi military campaign has
not worked. It has prevented the
Houthis from taking Aden but it
has not led to a major shift on the
ground. Led by their new king and
defence minister, the Saudis are
flexing their muscles and are in no
mood for compromise.
The United States and other Arab
countries should seize the moment
to encourage the Saudis to seek a
political solution. The process of
achieving a political solution could
start by convening a meeting of the

various Yemeni factions (excluding
the troublesome Saleh and the terrorist AQAP) outside Yemen, perhaps in neighbouring Oman, where
a new power-sharing arrangement
and reasonable Houthi demands
could be discussed.
The United States can use its
improved ties with Iran to have
Tehran quietly encourage the
Houthis to approach the negotiating table. And, although many Arab
countries would be reluctant to
press the Saudis to moderate their
position on Yemen, it is no one’s
interests — except AQAP — for the
Yemeni conflict to spiral out of control. But without a serious effort to
find a political solution, however, it
just might.
Gregory Aftandilian is an associate
of the Middle East Center at
University of Massachusetts-Lowell
and a former US State Department
Middle East analyst.
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Towards a new Arab intellectual

A

rab intellectuals have to
confess that,
during the
past years,
they have
suffered a
Haitham El-Zobaidi
serious defeat.
This defeat
has been systematic in every
sense of the word. The problems
intellectuals have faced at the
hands of authoritarian regimes
pale in comparison to the heavy
blows of a psychological invasion
that is shaking the Middle East. It
is no longer quite so easy to lay
the blame at the feet of governments who in large part appear
baffled by what happened.
Arab intellectuals have proved
incapable of providing cogent
explanations, or even accurate
descriptions, of the bloody
spectacle unfolding before
us. Our intellectuals
have found that the
explanatory tools
they have relied on
since independence have broken
down. They have
discovered that
these tools, which
they played no
part in constructing, were created
to analyse intellectual and political
phenomena in
liberal Western
societies or Marxist Eastern ones.
Such tools are patently inadequate
when it comes to
explaining the religious
and political iconoclasms
that have become the new
There is a pressing
reality of the region.
need for a “new”,
Arab intellectuals, raised
on
leftist and rightist
enlightened,
orthodoxies, have found
themselves bewildered
intellectual
by events. Their reactions
have been ambiguous at
best. In the main, silence
has prevailed. The intellectuals have kept their distance. This
aloofness was not the product of
aversion to the bloody spectacle,
but rather because intellectu-

als understood early on that the
spectre they were witnessing
belonged to another age. Over the
past 30 years, religious forces have
infiltrated every facet of Arab life
and remade it in their image.
Confronted with this reality, our
intellectuals have taken on the
aspect of octogenarians watching a film full of furious colour
while they themselves are used
to watching films in the calm
tones of black and white. These
films belong to another age. Some
intellectuals are quick to respond,
when asked why they do not communicate through social media,
that such things are beneath
them. They treat social media
as if it were a toy for teenagers.
Comfortable with the old way of
doing things, they disregard that
the world is changing and
that measuring and
altering
the mood
of people
has become
an immediate
and simple exercise. In such an
environment
disengagement is not
an option.
Others
have attempted to
ride the oncoming
wave with a laughable
cynicism. They said it
was possible to use the
extremist “simpletons”
to topple authoritarian regimes and, once
the “simpletons” had
served their purpose,
to return to dominate
the scene by getting
rid of them once
more. Some decided
to oppose regimes that might
have banned their books, choosing instead to support extremist
religious regimes that were then
in the process of formation. The
moment these extremist regimes
were ready, the first thing they did
was burn the books of the aforementioned intellectuals. After a
very short time indeed these cynics have seen the capacity of the
“simpletons” to strengthen and

systematically infiltrate positions
of power. They watched in startled
disbelief as the orgy of beheading
got under way.
Some thinkers even went so far
as to change their stripes. They
turned from liberals, socialists and
nationalists into die-hard believers
in the projects of political Islam.
These newly converted Islamists
explained what was happening in
terms of an “awakening”. Bearing incense-filled braziers behind
Sunni Sheikhs and Shia Sayyids,
they spoke of a new age. Such intellectuals fell silent once they saw
their struggle against the regime
transform into sectarian strife. The
promised “awakening” turned into
militias killing and looting all that
had been achieved over the course
of decades, crossing international
borders to destroy nations.

Arab
intellectuals
have proved
incapable of
providing cogent
explanations
The isolation of many sections
of the intellectual community only
increased once the cynical waveriders and stripe-changers joined
the ranks of those who claimed
they had wanted peace all along.
Either way, their inability to explain events continued as before.
Just as politics has imposed
the reality of an “age before the
state”, so it has also imposed the
reality of an “age before modern
Arab culture”. The political and
even the social scene appears to be
regressing to the year zero. Some
pessimists say the spectacle has
regressed past zero into prehistory.
The Arab scene today is one of civil
and existential war.
But the painful and bloody
ordeal currently rocking the region
need not lead to intellectual and
cultural death. Those who want to
confiscate the lives of the people
along with their possessions must
first confront them with ideas. It
is imperative to launch a counterattack.

Enlightened media meet a pressing need on a daily basis. These
organisations respond to the disastrous phenomena afflicting our
Arab region. Courageous journalists uncover facts and present them
through media. They have fought
back in many countries of the “Inauspicious spring”. The contingencies of the media, however, remain
immediate as they deal with daily
events, as is the nature of media.
There is a pressing need for a
“new”, enlightened, intellectual.
Such an intellectual creates and
develops his own tools in an attempt to explain the disasters that
have befallen the region.
The new intellectual strives to
use these tools of his own creation
to found a new culture and way of
thinking.
By using the analytical tools
of others, Arab intellectuals have
become estranged from their
audience. This has led to nothing
but the distancing of the “old”
intellectuals from reality and the
distancing of the people from intellectuals. The extremist “simpletons” have been more than happy
to fill the gap.
It is imperative that intellectuals
strive to create a new consciousness that might rebuild what has
been destroyed and point the way
towards the future. That is the
description of the “new” intellectual. Intellectuals must remember
that confrontation is never easy.
It took decades to dismember the
region and create the disgraceful
conditions with which we must
live today.
The entire political and social
structure has been infiltrated by
“simpletons”. The intellectual
struggle could take decades and require the accumulation of culture
and ideas along with the platforms
necessary to create a new consciousness. Nobody is saying that
the struggle for a new consciousness will be easy.
Haitham El-Zobaidi is the chairman
of Al Arab Publishing House. He is
also the chairman and publisher
of The Arab Weekly and Al-Jadeed
magazine . He initially published
this piece in Arabic in the launch
issue of Al-Jadeed, last February.

Shielding youth from the ISIS mind trap

Abdallah

T

he Saudi
security
services have a
youth problem.
Saudi youth
constitute a
worryingly
al-Alamy
large number of
those imprisoned in the kingdom on terrorism-related offences. More than
half of those detained in Saudi
jails are 35 years old or younger.
Precisely why so many young
Saudis fall foul of the kingdom’s
legal system is certainly a subject
worthy of study but there can
be little doubt that extremist
narratives dressed up in glossy
media play a central, enabling
role.
Terrorist organisations such as
the Islamic State (ISIS) and al-Qaeda invest heavily in their media
operations, producing high-quality videos and magazines that effectively promote their perverted
brand of Islam. The
investment is worthwhile, with skilful
The seductive
use of social media
narrative of
and slick productions
extremists needs to undoubtedly having
an influence with a
be combated before young audience.
Saudi authorities
it is too late
are aware of the problem. The education
ministry has warned
of the role social media plays in
spreading extremist ideas. What
is missing, however, is a joinedup, concerted effort on the part

of civil and governmental institutions to present Saudi youth with
a convincing counter-narrative
that discredits the extremists.
Extremist thought can only
be combated by discrediting it
with a moderate alternative. The
bankrupt ideology of the extremists needs to be dismantled and
exposed for what it is: a cynical
attempt at brain-washing for
political ends.

The bankrupt
ideology of the
extremists needs
to be dismantled
and exposed for
what it is
Until the ideology of religious
extremism is met head-on, Saudi
youth will continue to be cynically
exploited by extremists.
The problem is wider than the
media of the terrorist organisations themselves. Certain legal,
established media also promote
a discourse of incitement and
hatred. Extreme discourse primes
disaffected youth to receive yet
more extreme ideas. The creative
energies of the young, instead
of being harnessed by moderate
thought and channeled into productive activity, have been squandered in killing and terrorising the
citizens of other countries.
Once a youngster has been
primed to be receptive to the ideas

of extremists, the glossy magazines and videos of terrorist organisations find a ready audience.
Brainwashed youth abandon any
hope of a constructive future and
instead travel abroad to join what
they perceive to be a “jihad” and
a “race to paradise” in a foreign
land.
The reality once they arrive,
however, is somewhat different.
A Saudi preacher, who joined the
Islamic State only to flee to Turkey
a few months later, makes this
clear.
Far from being empowered to
fight “jihad” and live the life of
dignity and freedom promised by
ISIS propaganda, Sheikh Mani’ alMani’ had his passport confiscated
immediately upon his arrival to
the so-called Islamic State.
Being somewhat more knowledgeable about his religion than
most, al-Mani’ immediately found
theological problems with his new
fellow travellers. Rather quickly,
however, he realised these problems were not open for debate.
Dissenters are killed.
Instead of being warriors on
the front lines of some holy war,
al-Mani’ reveals that Saudis who
make the journey to join ISIS
typically end up well away from
the fighting. Their passports
confiscated, these youngsters are
subjected to further brainwashing,
unable to question their indoctrinators for fear of death. ISIS views
Saudi youngsters as little more
than potential human bombs that
can be returned to blow up their

countrymen once they have been
suitably “re-educated” about
Islam.
Further condemnation and
hand-wringing about ISIS and its
atrocities from the likes of the
Organisation of Islamic Cooperation will not help in combatting
the recruitment of youth into its
ranks.
Nor will the repetition of platitudes about terrorism having no
religion. The daily litany of death
and destruction wreaked by those
who believe themselves to be on
the fast track to paradise tells us
that the ideology of the likes of
ISIS is one that exploits religion
for political purposes.
The solution lies in discrediting and dismantling the extremist discourse and ideology, in
challenging it directly with robust
and convincing moderate alternatives. The extremists need to be
exposed for the cynical manipulators they really are.
There is nothing glamorous
about being trapped in an indoctrination centre, unable to leave,
before being made to turn your
body into a bomb in order to murder others. It is certainly not the
way to paradise. The seductive
narrative of extremists needs to be
combated before it is too late.
Abdallah al-Alamy is a Saudi
writer. His commentary was
translated and adapted from
the Arabic. It was previously
published by the London daily
Al Arab.
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Eased Israeli restrictions divide Palestinians
Nida Ibrahim

Ramallah

I

srael’s measured easing of restrictions on Palestinian movement were met with guarded
reaction in the West Bank,
where residents have long complained of hardships and humiliation they endure on the hands of
their military occupiers.
Some dubious Palestinian observers openly scoffed at the Israeli
steps, saying they were either an
Israeli bargaining chip to blackmail
some Palestinians or a sham to split
Palestinians.
For the first time in 15 years, Israel allowed in cars that belong to
a small number of Palestinian physicians working in the Jewish state.
Other doctors working in Israeliannexed East Jerusalem hospitals
expect similar perks. Israel banned
all Palestinian cars from entering its
territory and East Jerusalem since
the break out of the second intifada
in September 2000.
“Israel wants to cut the road in
front of Palestinian efforts to reevaluate political, economic and security relations,” said Khalil Shahin,
a research director at Masarat thinktank in the West Bank city of Ramallah. Shahin was referring to plans
by the Palestinian Central Council,
a top political body, to consider reevaluating all relations with Israel.

The pressure for
people to remain
“clean” in Israeli
records is used as a
bargaining chip
“The goal is now to make some
segments of society, like doctors,
workers and others feel that they
have gained something in the last
period and that any decisions by
the Palestinian Authority will make
them lose these new privileges,”
Shahin said. Some people’s benefits
will be badly affected by any political change, he said.
Meanwhile, Israel will “extensively increase these eased measures for Palestinians and it seems
that there’s a cost for the decision to

build pressure from within,” Shahin
told The Arab Weekly in an interview. He emphasised Israel was only
interested to maintain the current
status quo.
In April, Israel announced that
older Palestinians would be allowed
to cross into its land without permits. Palestinians usually go to Israel for health treatment, work or to
pray in Muslim holy shrines, including Jerusalem.
Announcing the measures, Yoav
Mordechai, head of an Israeli army
unit in charge of civil administration
in the Palestinian territories, said in
a statement that men over the age
of 55 and women over 50 would be
allowed to go to Israel without permits. The statement also lowered
the age limit of Palestinians applying for work permits from 24 to 22.
Large numbers of Christian Palestinians are often given permits during
the Christmas and Easter seasons to
go to Israel in a measure that started
a few years ago.
The complex system of permits
for Palestinian access to Israel is not
new. It has been employed for several years to instil division among
Palestinians.
The system identifies Palestinians according to area, religion, age,
work, and relatives’ involvement in
acts Israel deems illegal. The pressure for people to remain “clean” in
Israeli records is used as a bargaining chip to pressure those who hope
to go to pray in Jerusalem, find jobs
or enjoy travel access to particular
areas.
Many people remain deprived
of the permits system for “security
reasons” and others claim Israel
had asked them to collaborate in exchange for permits.
Thousands of people cross the Qalandia military checkpoint to Jerusalem on a daily basis on a journey
described “strenuous”. Long hours
waiting in harsh weather and queuing at security checkpoints will still
apply for the older people.
In light of political complexities,
some told The Arab Weekly that any
measure will ease the daily stress is
welcome.
Sayida Hani, a mother of five, is
the sole provider for her family. As
she pushed the metal revolving security door at Qalandia checkpoint,

Policing Palestinian communities
the hardest part of her day was over.
She was granted a one-day-permit to
accompany her diabetic husband to
the hospital. The 39-year-old woman told The Arab Weekly that she
hoped Israel would extend the permits to younger people, too.
“I hope to get a permit myself to
get a job inside Israel and support
my family, even if I work in cleaning
houses,” Hani said.
As part of the package, Israel released three months of Palestinian
tax revenues, enabling the Palestinian Authority to pay public employees’ salaries in full.
As per the signed agreements following a framework of a peace deal,
Israel usually collects the tax on behalf of Palestinian Authority, which
has no control over the borders, and
transfers it every month. However,
the Israeli government decided to
withhold the payments in protest
of the Palestinian Authority’s decision to join the International Criminal Court (ICC). Israeli officials said
the decision to release the frozen

funds was recommended by Israel’s
defence minister, army and security
agency. Israeli security institutions
have a closer connection to the realities on the ground in the Palestinian territories. Keeping Palestinian
areas calm is in Israel’s best interest,
according to observers.
Earlier, Israel allowed 90 Palestinian policemen to deploy for the first
time in 15 years in four crime- and
drug-infested Arab suburbs of Jerusalem in a move that critics said
would relieve Israel of policing unruly Arab districts, dangerous even
to Palestinians. The areas are strategically situated just outside Jewish
neighbourhoods, where narcotics
and stolen cars are finding their way
in with the help of Israeli smugglers.
Abdel Majid Swailem, a regional
studies professor at Quds University, said the Israelis “realised that
criminal activity has become more
severe in these areas and that Palestinian police is needed to maintain
safety and security.” Swailem said
the deployment has little political

significance and only serves the Israelis. “Unpaid Palestinian workers,
especially the armed security forces, might direct their guns to Israel
if they can’t find money to live and
feed their children,” said Shahin.
He explained that Israel is fretful
that too much pressure might cause
the Palestinians to explode.
“They think that unpaid salaries
could drive people to the edge. Israel is interested in keeping a limited-governing authority in the West
Bank and securing the siege on Gaza
so they ease a checkpoint here or
there to prevent an explosion,” he
said.
“Israeli officials have repeatedly
talked about efforts to manage the
conflict rather than solving it and
it’s in their best interest to weaken
the Palestinian Authority but not
dissolve it.”
Nida Ibrahim, a regular contributor
to The Arab Weekly, has covered
Palestinian affairs for nearly ten
years.

Bye-bye Middle East peace process
or Netanyahu’s pact with the devil
View poi nt

Claude
Salhani

I

sraeli Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu’s
alliance with the ultranationalist Jewish Home
party and the award of
cabinet posts to its leading
members Naftali Bennett and
Ayelet Shaked is the price he had
to pay to stay in power.
This political short-sightedness
may well be the equivalent of
striking a deal with the devil.
Short of a miracle when you sell
your soul to the devil, the devil
always wins. And it has been a
couple of thousand years since the
last miracle occurred in the Holy
Land.
With Netanyahu staying on as
prime minister of Israel, surrounded by ministers even further
to the right than he is, it will, at
least through his term, very likely
kill hopes of a peaceful end to the
conflict that has pitted Israelis
against Palestinians and other
Arabs and extended the fight

Some Israelis hope they can
safely ignore the violence in
Syria, Iraq, Libya and
Yemen

to bring into the conflict nonArab actors such as the Turks and
Iranians.
While it is wrong to think — as
many in the Arab world do — that
Israel is at the core of all of the region’s ills, the Jewish state remains
a predominant factor contributing
to the region’s issues and in one
manner or another has been at the
root of nearly every conflict that
has traversed the region in the last
six or seven decades.
Some Israelis hope they can
safely ignore the violence in Syria,
Iraq, Libya and Yemen. That may
be partially true for the moment
but regardless of how secure
Israel’s borders are or how sophisticated its defences may be, it is
worth remembering that when
a fire rages in the house next to
yours, unless the fire is doused, it
is only a matter of time before the
flames begin engulfing your house,
too.
Indeed, fires are raging all
around Israel. But the danger may
come from within the country as
it becomes consumed by a wrong
sense of direction.
Shaked was reported to have
called Palestinian children “little
snakes” and accused Palestinian
mothers of raising their children
to become martyrs. Media reports

said this amounted to a call for
genocide of the Palestinian people.
Turkey’s Recep Tayyip Erdogan,
then prime minister, described her
politics as no different from the
Nazi party. “What is the difference between this mentality and
Hitler’s?” he asked.
Shaked, at the time a junior
member of the Jewish Home Party,
argued the translation of her comments was unfair
Remarkably, instead of hurting
her career those statements raised
her public profile.
Zionist Union Member of Parliament Nachman Shai said Netanyahu’s appointment of Shaked as
justice minister was “like appoint-

Little chance for peace

The danger
may come
from within
the country
as it becomes
consumed by
a wrong sense
of direction

ing a pyromaniac to head the fire
department”.
The Israeli-Palestinian peace
process — what little is left of
it — is intended to settle the
67-year-old dispute and produce
a two-state solution by which Palestinians and Israelis can live with
dignity and security in a peaceful
manner. But without major assurances and prodding of both sides
by the United States, chances of
anything concrete emerging from
the region are next to none.
And as the Americans are
busy with the fight against the
Islamic State (ISIS), the fighting
in Ukraine, the rise of terrorism
on a previously unseen scale,
a new cold war emerging with
Russia, China’s growing influence
and evolving relations with Iran
— all that taking place just a few
months before the US presidential
race kicks into high gear — chances
of the Americans becoming involved in reviving the Middle East
peace talks would take nothing
short of a miracle.
And with Shaked having a voice
in government, even a miracle
makes it seem unlikely.
Claude Salhani is the Arab Weekly
Opinion editor. Follow him on
Twitter: @claudesalhani.
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Palestinians at the mercy of building permits
Demolition of ‘illegal’ constructions displaces hundreds each year
Ad Deirat-Rifaiyya

I

t was a large house with three
floors and freshly painted pale
blue shutters that had just
been built for a family of 17 but
within a few hours of work by
a pair of Israeli bulldozers, all that
was left was a mound of rubble and
twisted metal.
Like more than half of the homes
in Ad Deirat-Rifaiyya — a village
of 1,800 on a windswept hillside
in the southern West Bank — the
house was built on land owned by
the villagers but without Israel’s
approval and without the needed
building permits, the structure was
ordered brought down.
Left without a roof over their
heads and unwilling to build again,
the family moved to rented accommodations in a nearby town.
It is a scenario that plays out
hundreds of times a year across the
West Bank, where Israel has made
it all-but-impossible for Palestinians to obtain building permits. The
result is wide-scale “illegal” construction, buildings that are then
demolished by Israel in a policy
that has drawn widespread condemnation.
The question of Israel’s iron grip
on planning matters in what is
known as Area C — which covers
more than 60% of the occupied
West Bank — is being debated by
the Israeli Supreme Court.
In a landmark appeal, Ad Deirat
village, Israeli non-government
organisation Rabbis for Human
Rights and three other groups demanded Israel end discriminatory
housing policies and return local
planning rights to Palestinians.
Giving Palestinians control over
their own planning would curb illegal building, thereby halting house
demolitions, say the petitioners,
who have made their case before
the Supreme Court and are waiting
for a ruling.

Last year Israel
demolished 601
Palestinian-owned
structures,
displacing 1,215
people
The appeal raises the question of
forced displacement of Palestinians
as a result of planning failure and
the practice of house demolitions
— both of which are banned under
international law. “Planning is not
seen as a right, it is seen as something… that the Israeli government
can bestow or withdraw,” says Arik
Ascherman, president of Rabbis for
Human Rights.

Palestinian women in the southern West Bank village of Ad Deirat-Rifaiyya.
UN figures show there are
298,000 Palestinians living in Area
C alongside 341,000 Israelis in 135
settlements and another 100 or so
outposts. Area C covers 360,000
hectares but less than 1% of it is
designated for Palestinian development, compared to 70% for settlements, the United Nations says.
Until the 1967 six-day war, Palestinians had their own planning
committees but these were disbanded by military order in 1971
and special bodies were set up for
settlements.
The result is a two-tier system —
a civil and consultative planning
system for settlers and a military
system without representation for
Palestinians.
“The result is an ongoing and
deepening planning failure and the
massive destruction of Palestinian
homes in Area C,” urban planning
expert, Haifa University Professor
Rassem Khamaisi, wrote in an affidavit to the court.
Last year Israel demolished 601
Palestinian-owned structures, dis-

A Palestinian family, whose house was demolished by Israeli
bulldozers, walks past a tent on April 21, 2015 in the southern
West Bank village of Ad Deirat-Rifaiyya.

placing 1,215 people. The United
Nations said it was the highest annual number of people affected by
the policy since it began keeping
records in 2008.
In the same period only one
Palestinian request for a building
permit was granted, Israeli rights
group Bimkom says.
“The only thing that can happen
right now that can really change
the situation is to return planning
authority to Palestinian hands,”
Ascherman says.
In Ad Deirat, where most houses
lack a permit, the threat of demolition hangs over everyone.
“It is a very hard feeling because
every day, you see jeeps passing,
you think they’re coming to demolish your house,” says Mohammed
al-Umur, a 59-year-old farmer who
has four wives and 30 children.
“This is both a psychological
and a financial war with no limit.
The feeling is indescribable,” says
Umur, who has ploughed all his
income and that of his sons into
defending and then rebuilding four
family homes that were razed.
“Everyone living here who is
over 45 has had at least one house
demolished — some of them have
been through it two, three or four
times,” says Mohammed al-Adra, a
taxi driver with 25 children.
“The aim of this is to make us
leave,” he says.
The Defence Ministry’s Coordinator of Government Affairs in the
Palestinian Territories confirms
that planning policy is subject to
political approval.
“The Civil Administration’s planning committee examines and
promotes construction plans equitably, dependent on the fact that
these plans meet the relevant planning criteria and their promotion is
approved by the political echelon,”
it said in a statement, without giving further detail.
Planning is meant to be a purely
civilian issue but in the context of
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict it
has been politicised, Ascherman
says.
“Israel’s greatest desire is to
claim as much of Area C as possible
so there’s a great interest in keeping it as clear as possible of Palestinians.”
(Agence France-Presse)

Fact Sheet

Israel’s West Bank
housing policy

S

ince seizing the West
Bank in 1967, Israel has
held full control over all
planning matters for both
Palestinians and Jewish
settlers in an area covering more
than 60% of the territory.
Although settlers can secure
building permits with ease, the
opposite is true for Palestinians
who are forced to build illegally,
with Israel bulldozing hundreds
of unauthorised structures every
year, rights groups say.

Villages v settlements
More than 60% — around
360,000 hectares — of the West
Bank is classified as “Area C”,
where Israel has full control over
security and also civilian affairs,
which are managed by the Civil
Administration, a unit of the Defence Ministry. UN figures estimate there are 298,000 Palestinians living in Area C, grouped into
532 residential areas.
There are also 341,000 Israelis
living in 135 settlements and 100
or so unauthorised outposts.
Less than 1% of Area C is designated for Palestinian development, compared to 70% that falls
within the domain of local settlements, the United Nations says.
Palestinian construction in the
other 29% of Area C is subject to
severe restrictions and almost impossible to carry out.

Demolition orders v permits
Since the 1993 Oslo peace Accords were signed, Israel has issued more than 14,600 demolition orders, according to Israeli
planning rights watchdog Bimkom. About 2,925 structures have
been demolished.
Bimkom architect Alon Cohen-

Lifschitz estimates there are an
average of two structures per order, meaning that over the past
two decades, Israel has issued
demolition notices for nearly
30,000 Palestinian-owned structures.
Last year, Israel issued 911 demolition orders on grounds of a lack
of building permits.
There are more than 9,100 outstanding demolition orders that
can be implemented, Bimkom
says. Structures can include anything from a house to an animal
shed, a road or fence, foundations, infrastructure, cisterns,
cemeteries and solar panels.
Since 1996, Israel has granted
only a few hundred building permits for Palestinian structures.
According to Amnesty International, there were 76 building permits issued to Palestinians from
1996-99. And from 2000-14, only
206 building permits were issued,
Bimkom says.
In 2014, Israel granted a single
building permit.

Two-tier planning system
In Area C, a two-tier planning
system operates based on ethnicnational background: a civil and
representative planning system
for Jewish settlers and a military
system without representation
for Palestinians, Israeli non-government organisation Rabbis for
Human Rights says.
In planning for Palestinian villages, the objectives are to limit
land use and encourage dense
construction, whereas in the settlements, the trend is often the
opposite — to include as much
area as possible, producing particularly low density levels, it
says.
(Agence France-Presse)
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Why Tunisians are attracted
to jihad and what to do about it
Emna Ben Arab

Tunis

T

he number of young Tunisians attracted to jihadi
war zones has reached
3,000 according to the International Centre for the
Study of Radicalisation and Political Violence. Tunisian authorities
believe the number is considerably
higher.
Many reasons have been offered
as to why Tunisia is proving particularly fertile ground for jihadi
recruitment, including ingrained
socio-economic inequalities, disillusionment with the promises of
the 2011 uprising, government laxity and the post-uprising dismantling of the security apparatus, all
aggravated by the chaotic situation
in neighbouring Libya.
But the most important factor in
the recruitment of fighters is the
potency of the recruitment message, contact with jihadist fighters
who have returned to Tunisia and
the jihadists’ sophisticated use of
social media.

The most important
factor in the
recruitment of
fighters is the
potency of the
recruitment message
Recruiters make use of the religiously inspired message of holy
war and frame the hardships many
Tunisians face in terms of what the
“other” inflicted upon them.
Jihadists portray a world in which
Muslims are oppressed by nonMuslims, creating an existential
threat. This perceived existential
threat, in turn, activates a sense of
obligation to protect the common

group to which they belong and to
defend persecuted co-religionists.
It also creates a social movement
that provides people the sense of
security that comes with membership in tightly knit community and
that offers a Utopian worldview, an
appealing vision of the future (in
stark contrast to their current misery).
In short, the jihadist message
allows Tunisians, most of them
young, a chance to dream, gives
them a sense of belonging and even
offers the prospect of achieving the
prestigious status of martyr.
Brother-to-brother and friend-tofriend recruitment strategies have
also been effective in the making of
foreign fighters. In fact, the insurgents’ outreach campaign is given
impetus by the process of “contamination” by previous foreign
fighters in mosques and jails. Predisposed young men and women
are easily influenced by those who
engaged in previous foreign wars
and who now have links with jihadists abroad.
Jihadists are also known for their
startlingly effective and sophisticated social media expertise in both
indoctrinating potential young recruits through, not only their narrative, but also the “ghoulish pornography” of their propaganda videos
and the seductive appeal of their
shock-and-awe methods. Their
brutality conveys an aura of power,
a very effective message when trying to recruit among the young and
powerless.
To confront the rapidly changing
jihadi landscape, both online and
off, as quickly as the terrorists do,
a three-part strategy is necessary:
Prevention, pre-emption and response.
Prevention depends largely on
timely, accurate intelligence and
intelligence sharing in identifying
returnees and potential recruits
(ideological activists, drifters or

Algeria jails ex-officials,
fines foreign firms in
highway graft case
Algiers

A

n Algerian court sentenced 14 people, including former officials
and businessmen, to jail
and fined seven foreign
firms from Europe, Asia and Canada in a trial related to corruption in
the construction of a major crosscountry highway.
The $13 billion highway project
became one of several graft scandals involving local officials and
foreign firms that are being sent to
trial to underline the OPEC state’s
commitment to rule of law as it
seeks to attract more foreign investment. The convictions on May
7th included a 10-year prison term
and 3 million dinar ($31,000) fine
for Chani Medjdoub, an adviser
to a Chinese firm; and Mohamed
Khelladi, a former public director
of highway programmes, the state
news agency APS said.

The trials come at a
sensitive time for the
Algerian government
as it seeks to cope
with the effects
APS said Judge Tayeb Hallali
sentenced two former officials at
the public works ministry to seven
years in prison for bribery, while
a former intelligence officer was
given a three-year term for his role
in the case.
The court acquitted a former
secretary-general at the ministry

of the same charges. Hallali fined
seven foreign firms 5 million dinars ($51,000) each. Those included Chinese, Japanese, Canadian,
Swiss and Spanish contractors.
The highway, originally begun in
2006 after being awarded to a foreign consortium and still under
construction, is to run 1,200 kilometres between the large North
African state’s western border with
Morocco and eastern frontier with
Tunisia.
The project mushroomed into a
major scandal as it ran into repeated delays because of corruption investigations.
In another graft scandal involving foreign suppliers, a group of
former top officials from the Algerian state oil company Sonatrach,
including an ex-chief executive,
went on trial in April.
A court south of Algiers has also
started a trial of the owner of Algeria’s former largest private lender,
Khalifa Bank.
All defendants in the two cases
have denied wrongdoing.
The trials come at a sensitive
time for the Algerian government
as it seeks to cope with the effects
of sliding crude oil prices and lure
more investors to its lifeblood energy sector. Oil and gas exports
comprise 97% of sales abroad.
Algeria, which relies heavily on
oil and gas revenue for the state
budget, was ranked 100 out of 177
nations in Transparency International’s Corruption Perceptions Index for 2014.
(Reuters)

followers, marginalised youths and
adventurers). With this information, more specific and targeted
strategies for preventing violent
radicalisation and facilitating disengagement and reintegration can be
developed.
A purely state-centric approach is
insufficient for combating non-state
security threats like the foreign
fighter phenomenon. Deradicalisation and reintegration include investing in education and developing
counter-narratives that emphasise
non-violence, tolerance and a modernist interpretation of religion.

Jihadists portray a
world in which
Muslims are
oppressed by
non-Muslims
Mobilising
non-governmental
entities such as religious leaders
and civil society organisations will
help to build trust between the government and citizenry. There also
must be greater empathy with the
root grievances of the marginalised
communities in which recruiters
operate.
Addressing these grievances
diminishes the resonance of violent ideologies. In fact, the key to
weakening insurgents’ capabilities
to recruit and mobilise youth is to
dismantle their social base by winning over the hearts and minds of
local communities. This approach
undoubtedly takes hard work, resources and time — all of which play
to the recruiters’ advantage, which
is why this bottom-up approach
should be accompanied with coercive measures that include shutting down recruiters’ ability to
use mosques and social media to
spread their message and swiftly
bringing them to justice.
Should the efforts to respond to
“returnees” fail, violence could

Mother of a dead Tunisian jihadist
worsen, undermining Tunisia’s
already fragile transition and possibly spilling over into neighbouring countries. It could be fatal to
assume that the foreign fighter
phenomenon can be seen only in
a local context with limited implications for other countries. That is
why a Euro-Med-African regional
force ensuring a regional collective
response to such new emerging security threats becomes vital. Until
there is a regional and international
solution to the regional and global
problem of jihadist recruiters, they

will continue to entrench themselves in our cities and provinces.
There is also an urgent need to
find a negotiated solution to the
civil war in Syria and the fratricidal
chaos in Libya. Both crises are serving as nerve centres for extremist
groups in terms of sources of income and recruitment of fighters.
Until they are resolved, these conflicts will continue to have a destabilising effect on the entire region.
Emna Ben Arab is a Tunisian
academic and political analyst.

Corruption is damaging to Algeria
View poi nt

Azraj Omar

A

lgeria is a country
suffering from
systematic corruption that has seeped
into every area of life
and poisoned
relations between Algerian
citizens and the state and its elite
to a degree that there is a crisis of
trust between the two. As detailed
in a recent World Economic Forum
report, Algeria suffers from
corruption that is anathema to
sound economic development.
The Algerian media have played
a role in publicising some of the
abuses that point to a far more fundamental problem: that corruption
has become entrenched within crucial sections of the Algerian state.
The signs are clear: administrative
corruption, a parasitic banking
sector that makes the transfer of
hard currency to and from Algeria
a fraught and risky exercise and
a collapse in standards across the
board, most noticeable in education and health care.
Algeria has no clear plan for
foreign investment, as investment
is directed not according to the
national interests but rather to
enrich cadres within the state. The
winning of contracts is dependent
on the preparedness to bribe and
cut-in those within the state capable of taking care of a company’s
affairs.
In return for their silence on
state corruption, foreign inves-

There is a crisis of trust
between Algerian
citizens and the state

Everybody
will suffer
as a result of
corruption

tors are allowed to run their enterprises as virtual private fiefdoms,
states within the state that take
care of their own affairs. This has
led to rampant abuse of the rights
of Algerian workers, the absence
of basic safety and inferior production standards. Such rampant
abuse is allowed to continue as accountability is lacking. Parliament
itself, along with official watchdogs, is compromised in the hands
of those who benefit illicitly from
either their position in or relationships with the state.
Transferring hard currency to
and from Algeria is an exercise
filled with risks and pitfalls. It is
not a simple matter of an international bank transfer as happens
elsewhere but rather takes an
inordinate amount of time.
Moreover, currency is transferred in fractions and over a
number of stages. As a result of
these obstacles a black market
has thrived under the control of
barons whose role is to launder
money and smuggle currency for
those able to pay.
The cumulative result of these
interlinking and mutually reinforcing networks of corruption
in Algeria, ultimately sanctioned
by beneficiaries in the Algerian
state, has been the destruction of
public confidence. There is a crisis
of trust between Algerian citizens
and the state, its officials and apparatus. Everybody will suffer as
a result.
Azraj Omar is an Algerian poet and
writer. This article was translated
and adapted from the Arabic. It
was initially published by the
London-based Al Arab newspaper.
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Morocco’s involvement in Decisive Storm
highlights kingdom’s GCC alliance
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

T

he Moroccan king’s latest Gulf tour consolidated the North African
country’s military commitment to help Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries
in the Saudi-led military operation
against Iranian-backed Houthi rebels in Yemen.
Morocco’s Royal Armed Forces
ended their silence about military
operations against Houthi rebels
in Yemen when they posted a video on April 26th showing their F-16
fighter jets during a visit of Abu
Dhabi’s crown prince to a Saudi air
base in Dammam.
Morocco has placed six US-made
F-16 warplanes under Saudi command as part of Operation Decisive Storm. The jets previously
took part in military operations
against the Islamic State (ISIS) in
Syria.

Morocco has to
calculate the
geopolitical worth of
any involvement in
Yemen
Analysts say Morocco is not
threatened by Iranian-led Shia
expansion in the Arab world despite its participation in Saudi-led
war on Houthi rebels, but Rabat is
divided over whether its involvement would bring economic benefits to the North African kingdom.
Ali Bahaijoub, chief editor of the
London-based North-South magazine, said the Shia expansion was
not threatening Morocco despite
the existence of small Shia pockets
in the north of the country.
“The role of King Mohammed
VI as commander of the faithful
constitutes a deterrent to any religious leadership challenge in the
kingdom,” said Bahaijoub.

“Iran cannot and will not threaten Moroccan religious authority
or community. This is due partly
to the distance between the two
countries and lack of religious
competition between them and
partly because of the uniqueness
of the Moroccan religious concept
of Imarate al Muminin (the emirate of the faithful).”
Anthony Shaker, visiting scholar
at the Institute of Islamic Studies
at McGill University, said Morocco’s government was clearly unconcerned.
“Neither ‘Shia ideology’ nor
even Wahhabism figure at all in
the real world of international
politics. Rather, Morocco has to
calculate the geopolitical worth of
any involvement in Yemen,” said
Shaker.

Risk of full-blown sectarian
conflict
Oil-rich Saudi Arabia accuses
Iran of sowing sectarian strife
through its support for the Houthi
rebels. GCC states have condemned the takeover by Shia rebels as a coup.
Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei has accused the
United States of supporting the
“immense crimes” of Saudi Arabia
in Yemen and denied Tehran was
arming Houthi rebels, who have
seized large areas in Yemen, including the capital.
The Saudi-led air strikes on Shia
rebels risk transforming the military intervention into a full-blown
sectarian conflict like those raging
in Syria and Iraq.
“The sectarian card is the equivalent of a small, hand-carried dirty
bomb,” Shaker said. “But Iran has
consistently refused to use or even
recognise it. Why should it? It has
too many Sunni friends across the
Islamic world to bother with it.
And it takes two to tango. Putting
a Shia label on one of the parties
to the conflict in Yemen only obscures the nature of the conflict.”
“Fortunately, the mere fact that

A Royal Moroccan Air Force F-16 fighter jet in Marrakech air show
(file photo).

Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz (R) meeting with King Mohammed VI of Morocco during recent
visit to Riyadh.
the Ansarullah Party’s leadership
and cadres are predominantly
Houthi, an ethnic group that happens to be of the Zaidi branch of
Islam and not particularly close to
the mainstream Twelver Shia Islam, has not been of serious practical interest to Morocco’s foreign
ministry or to the king himself,” he
added.

The joint Arab
defence will mainly
utilise forces from
Egypt, Morocco and
Saudi Arabia
Morocco’s military support of
the GCC is likely to generate economic and strategic benefits to the
North African kingdom, especially
after King Mohammed VI’s recent
tour to the region.
However, Shaker warned against
GCC money being poured into the
Moroccan economy as a reward to
its military support.
“Artificial infusions of money
from the GCC only aggravate the
age-old problem of economic underdevelopment and inertia. This
has always been the main drag in
its relationship with Saudi Arabia. It is very hard to absorb monies parachuted like this into local
economies, except to line pockets.
The corruption levels they would
entail could easily shatter the otherwise calm political atmosphere
in Morocco,” said Shaker.
“Morocco’s trade ties with Saudi
Arabia are only third in order of
importance. Those with the EU are
the most extensive. Will this or-

der be suddenly reversed? This is
doubtful and not very advisable,”
he stressed.

NATO-like Arab force?
Arab foreign ministers agreed in
March to form a united Arab force
for immediate action in a bid to
preserve Arab security. The joint
Arab defence force is to be twice
the size of NATO’s Response Force
at 40,000 men and will mainly utilise forces from Egypt, Morocco
and Saudi Arabia, according to an
Arab League source.
“If the Arab united force is
formed and marches on Yemen
with foot soldiers, it will constitute a first in the Arab world and
may become a force to be reckoned with. It will also transform
the strategic partnerships in the
region,” said Bahaijoub.
But Shaker argued the Arab
League does not have the organisational resources or technical
means to raise an effective army of
40,000 soldiers, nor does it have
the strategic depth to deploy it.
“Any development along those
lines would, at best, be purely for
show; at worst, yet another destabilising factor,” said Shaker.
What if the Saudi-led military
operation fails to defeat Houthis?
“If the Saudi-led military operation fails to defeat the Houthis, it
will have dire consequences for
the region and will diminish the
Saudi military supremacy and increase that of Iran. It will also have
a profound impact on the GCC,
Egypt, Morocco and Jordan,” said
Bahaijoub.

“If the Saudi-led military campaign fails, the rivalry with Iran will
simply continue in other, possibly
deadlier forms. Saudi Arabia has
so far refused even to contemplate
détente with Iran, despite repeated
overtures and local initiatives emanating even from inside the GCC,”
pointed out Shaker.

Morocco has placed
six US-made F-16
warplanes under
Saudi command
Bahaijoub said, however, that
scenario was rather far-fetched because of the military supremacy of
the coalition and the logistic and
intelligence assistance the coalition
receives from the United States and
the West.
“Yemen is now more broken than
Iraq. The severe bombing has fractured its society. So, famine is a
distinct possibility for the first time
in this conflict, even supposing war
ends tomorrow. Compounding the
situation for the Saudis is that even
a ground invasion would settle
nothing,” warned Shaker. “There
will be a huge price to pay for this
intervention whatever it does next.
I have no doubt about this.
“Saudi Arabia can put on a show
of American-style bravado but it
lacked minimum understanding of
the consequences it was about to
unleash when it launched this air
war,” he added.
Saad Guerraoui is a regular
contributor to The Arab Weekly
on Maghreb issues.

Moroccan warplane possibly downed in Yemen war
Sana’a

S

hia rebels in Yemen
claimed to have shot down
a Moroccan F-16 fighter jet
taking part in a Saudi-led
coalition targeting them
and their allies, just before a fiveday humanitarian ceasefire was to
begin. Morocco’s military, however, only would say that the jet had
gone missing May 10th.
Photos purporting to show the
wreckage of the Moroccan aircraft
on social media networks had
armed tribesmen and children posing next to wreckage that bore the
North African kingdom’s national
colours of red and green. A corpse
was also seen.

A video clip also posted on social media purported to show a
reporter from the rebels’ television station al-Maseera visiting the
site of the crash in the northern
Saada province and tribesmen
posing with parts of plane’s fuselage or triumphantly punching the
air with fisted hands. “This plane
was downed by God,” shouted one
tribesman.
The rebels and their allies in
Yemen’s splintered armed forces
routinely fire anti-aircraft guns at
warplanes strike the country since
the Saudi-led campaign began
March 26th.
Morocco’s state news agency
MAP, citing a military statement,
reported the pilot of a second jet

said he did not see the pilot of the
missing fighter eject.
The military said it had launched
an investigation into the incident.
Morocco has six F-16 jets stationed in the United Arab Emirates
taking part in the Saudi-led coalition.
If confirmed, the Moroccan F-16
would be the second fighter jet to
go down in the conflict.
During the early days of the
air campaign, a jet crashed in the
Arabian Sea off Yemen’s southern
coast but the pilot and co-pilot
were picked up by a nearby navy
vessel.
Technical problems were said to
have caused the crash.
(The Associated Press)

An image grab taken from the Houthi rebel television station
Al-Maseera shows Yemeni tribesmen around the wreckage of a
plane bearing a Moroccan flag.
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Smuggling illegal immigrants is lucrative business
Mourad Belhaj

Tunis

T

he coastal fishing community of La Chebba in central
Tunisia has been in a state
of turmoil since one of its
residents was arrested and
jailed on the Italian island of Sicily.
Noureddine Mahjoub is facing
charges of involuntary shipwrecking, involuntary manslaughter and
facilitating illegal immigration following the sinking of the ship he was
allegedly piloting on April 19th with
more than 850 clandestine migrants
on board. Only 28 people were rescued when the crowded boat sank.
During his hearing by Judge Rosa
Alba Recupido in Catania, Mahjoub
identified himself as Mohamed Ali
Malek. His brother, Makram Mahjoub, declared to Reuters that he
“has no idea where this name came
from” and that he “was under the
impression that his brother was
waiting on tables in a café in Libya.”
He added that his brother “had
contacted the family a few days
before this tragedy complaining of
pressure from some Libyan traffickers to make him pilot a boat”, before
concluding that “if he had done it, it
must have been undoubtedly under
threat … his experience as a sea fisherman must have brought him to the
attention of these people.”

As long as there
continues to be
demand, there will
be those to meet it
Libyan traffickers generally choose
a migrant to pilot the boat. The training period is very short, from a few
minutes to half a day depending on
the trafficker’s estimation. In the
event the other clandestine passengers show their dissatisfaction
with the method or with the boat’s
condition, they are threatened and
forced to take the journey. Mark Micallef, chief reporter of the Times of
Malta newspaper, and who has been
investigating clandestine migration
networks for years, reports a highly
elaborate level of organisation of the
smuggling networks.
According to Micallef, “Once at
sea, some traffickers give a GPS

phone to the designated pilot so that
he can send an SOS to the Italian
Coast Guard.”
Makram Mahjoub’s assertions
were partly corroborated by his
brother’s attorney, Massimo Ferrante, who declared that his client
maintained that he was a migrant
like the rest and that he had paid for
his spot on the boat.
These facts recall a case in which
Elmi Mouhamud Muhidin from Somalia was sentenced to 30 years in
prison by the criminal court of Agrigento, Italy, the harshest sentence
ever for a smuggler of migrants.

“Sea dogs” is the
name given by the
Tunisian fishermen
of La Chebba to
smugglers
Muhidin had mingled with the survivors of the Lampedusa shipwreck
of October 2013, pretending to be a
migrant who had paid for his crossing like the others. He was arrested
a month later at the holding centre
on the island after being identified
by other survivors as the person who
had mistreated them before sailing,
imprisoned and tortured them using
electric discharges and raped some
20 women.
In the case of Noureddine Mahjoub, it is certain that Italians will
diligently adjudicate the case, including determining the number
of deaths, even though most of the
bodies remain locked within the
hold of the sunken ship.
“Sea dogs” is the name given by
the Tunisian fishermen of La Chebba
to smugglers working the waters of
the Mediterranean, a reference to
the sharks that often tear their nets
and chase the fish away from their
fishing grounds.
Tragic crossings by illegal migrants are not new to the community. Indeed, many local fishermen
were willing, some years ago, to lend
or rent their boats to migrants trying
to reach Europe from Tunisia.
As pointed out by François Gemenne, researcher and lecturer
specialising in migration issues and
political scientist at the Centre for
International Studies and Research
(CERI), the fishermen were doing it
as ‘amateur’ smugglers, concerned
with the migrants’ well-being and

“Mohamed Ali Malek” (L) in custody
with their safe arrival at their destination.”
Today however, fishermen engaging in this activity to supplement
their monthly income are likely to
be forced to step down in favour of
the “sea dogs”, in greater numbers,
organised in networks, armed and
without scruples.
Some 51,000 migrants have
reached Europe by sea this year,
30,500 of them via Italy, according to
the U.N. refugee agency, and calmer
seas in the run-up to summer have
encouraged thousands to take the
risk in recent weeks.
About 1,800 people are thought to
have drowned in the Mediterranean
so far in 2015.
Italian National Police, under the
leadership of its new boss, Alessandro Pansa, is more than willing
to communicate with the media by
sending them videos of their investigations. One such video shows two
alleged traffickers arrested by Italian police in Palermo on April 19th
following two months of investigations. They were Ermias Ghermany
from Ethiopia and Medhanie Yehdego Mered from Eritrea and their gang
was based in Libya.

The video shows several landings
of illegal immigrants on Sicily. Ghermany is alleged to be one of the
key players in the Lampedusa tragedy of October 3, 2013, in which 366
died. Mered is reputed to be his assistant. Wiretaps allegedly revealed
that they were without qualms
exchanging information on the migrants they were moving between
camps in sub-Saharan Africa, until
reaching makeshift boats destined
for the Mediterranean crossing.
According to the police, the average cost per migrant was $4,000$5,000 to reach the Libyan coast. An
additional $1,000 is charged to cross
the Mediterranean.
The smuggling network has ramifications even in Italy, providing passage from Sicily to Rome or Milan for
an additional $220 to $440. All in all,
each migrant pays between $5,000
and $6,700.
Wiretaps supposedly revealed that
the network of smugglers sent across
the Mediterranean around 5,000
people in eight months and that they
were exchanging tips on how to invest their booty. One of them mentioned the sum of nearly $190,000,
likely his share from just one cross-

ing. The inhumanity of their traffic is
all the more apparent in one of their
exchanges in which they referred to
a shipwreck not in terms of lives lost
but in terms of “significant revenue
losses”.
The intelligence gathered and the
wiretaps were used by the Italian
court to convict the traffickers. They
are expected to be sentenced to 30
years in prison.
Neutralising dangerous traffickers does not necessarily constitute
a harsh blow to the trafficking networks in the Mediterranean Basin.
As long as there continues to be demand, there will be those to meet it.
For Mehdi Lahlou, researcher at
the Moroccan National Institute of
Statistics and Applied Economics
in Rabat, specialising in migration,
“a boat with 500 people onboard,
exacting hundreds and even thousands of euros per migrant, that corresponds to big business carried out
by powerful mafias.”
Chances are high then that for every criminal neutralised, many more
are ready to take his place.
Mourad Belhaj is an Arab Weekly
contributor in Tunis.

Interview

Libyan government rejects
EU migrant plan, asks for support
United Nations

L

ibya’s ambassador to the
United Nations is largely
rejecting an EU plan to fight
the growing migrant crisis,
saying his Western-backed
government hasn’t been consulted
and ruling out EU forces on Libyan
soil “at this stage”.
In a May 8th interview with the
Associated Press, Ambassador Ibrahim Dabbashi said the best way to
resolve the migrant crisis is to arm
the “legitimate” government in a
country that has fractured. A rival
regime is backed by Islamist-allied
militias who have taken the capital,
Tripoli.
Dabbashi speaks for the internationally recognised Libyan government based in Tobruk. A rival Islamist government is based in Tripoli.
The ambassador warned that if
there is no progress in UN-led peace
talks in the coming weeks, his government, which is under a UN arms
embargo, “has to take necessary
steps even to take the capital by
force”.
Dabbashi said his government has
been left out of the urgent international discussion of the migrant cri-

sis, with thousands of people from
the Middle East and Africa departing from Libya’s shore for Europe
and many dying at sea. The crisis
has grown amid the chaos that has
consumed Libya since the overthrow of Muammar Qaddafi in 2011,
after a UN Security Council-authorised military intervention.
Diplomats have been working
quickly on a draft Security Council
resolution, which would be militarily enforceable, to authorise an
EU operation that would seize suspected migrant smuggling ships on
the high seas, in Libya’s territorial
waters and even on the country’s
coast.
Council diplomats say Libya’s
blessing is needed, especially for
any EU ground forces in Libya. The
council expects a request from
Libyan authorities to allow that to
happen, Lithuanian Ambassador
Raimonda Murmokaite, the current
Security Council president, said
May 7th.
On May 8th, Dabbashi gave a different impression.
“They never asked anything of us.
Why should we send them this letter?” he asked. He added, “We will
not accept any boots on the ground.”
He called the idea of deploying

more boats to the waters off Libya to
save migrants a “completely stupid
decision” because it would encourage even more migrants to travel to
his country, further burdening local
authorities.
And he rejected the idea of destroying the migrant smuggling
boats, saying it would be difficult
to distinguish between those and
other boats.
The “only way out” of the migrant
crisis, he said, is to help his government, based in the east, to extend
its control throughout the country,
which also is now facing the rise
of groups aligned with the Islamic
State (ISIS).
“Once the government retakes
the capital, Tripoli, and controls the
whole western area of Libya, I think
it would be very easy to stop this
flow of illegal immigrants to Europe
because we know everyone who is
involved in this business,” he said,
saying the smuggling operations are
largely based in the west.
Several Security Council members
earlier this year blocked his government’s request to import a large
shipment of arms amid concerns
that weapons would fall into the
wrong hands. Because of a UN arms
embargo, Libya’s government must

Libya blowback
ask for exemptions to import arms.
A frustrated Dabbashi said arms
are needed to fight ISIS and that
“the first victims” of such refusals
will be Europe, saying “the terrorists
will infiltrate … Europe itself”. He
called on European governments to
pressure council members to allow
arms requests and blamed the United States and Britain in particular.
“Maybe they don’t care if the immigration continues or not because
they are far away from it,” he said.
Dabbashi said he expressed his
views just two days ago in a meeting with a deputy US ambassador,
Michele Sison.
“The usual reply is, ‘We need a
government of national unity’ in
Libya,” he said. “But if there is no

government of national unity, what
should we do? We give the time for
terrorists to expand in Libya.”
Some UN officials and diplomats
are pressing for peace talks between
Libya’s two governments to reach
a deal by Ramadan, which begins
in mid-June, saying that political
stability in the country would help
resolve the migrant crisis.
Dabbashi was wary of the timing
for a deal but said his government
has been “very flexible” in the talks.
Without progress there, and without council support, he said, “We
will do it our own way. … Within
months, Tripoli will be in the hands
of the legitimate Libyan authorities.”
(The Associated Press)
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Arabs might seek nuclear
and missile parity with Iran
Riad Kahwaji

Dubai

T

he anticipated nuclear
deal between the United
States and Iran might trigger a missiles and nuclear
arms race in the Middle
East that Washington can only prevent if it takes the concerns of its
Arab Gulf allies into serious consideration.
This is what a group of Gulf Arab
scholars and analysts concluded at
a one-day, off-the-record round-table discussion recently at a European capital. They say a nuclear deal
with Iran will only delay Tehran’s
timetable to acquire nuclear weapons and will provide it with muchneeded financial resources to continue its expansionist scheme in
the Middle East. Experts say Arab
Gulf leaders will request more than
a simple qualitative military edge
vis-à-vis Iran. “Some of these countries, especially Saudi Arabia, might
request nuclear parity with Iran
and also seek a green light from the
West to build ballistic and cruise
missiles,” one of the participants
said. Those attending the conference requested anonymity.
Arab Gulf leaders are worried the
talks between the five permanent

members of the UN Security Council (China, France, Great Britain,
Russia and the United States) plus
Germany — known as P5+1 — and
Iran will not deprive Tehran of its
ability to produce nuclear weapons,
but will only delay that capability for a few years. Arab leaders are
concerned that the West, especially
the United States, has not done
enough to curb Iranian meddling in
Arab affairs and agitating sectarian
tension.

The Arab side must
have the same
breakout capability
as Iran’s
“Saudi and Emirati officials will
probably push to have the same
nuclear capabilities as Iran, namely
the ability to enrich uranium and
possess advanced nuclear research
facilities,” one participant said.
“The Arab side must have the same
breakout capability as Iran’s.”
The United States might offer its
Gulf Arab allies an extended nuclear deterrence to face off any potential future nuclear threat from Iran.
However, Gulf Arab countries are
not enthusiastic about the idea.
“It is highly doubtful the US
Congress will accept such a treaty
and, if it does, now what guaran-

Two different perspectives

tees would the Arab side have that
Washington would be able to honour such an agreement in the future
and use nuclear force for the sake of
an Arab state?” an Arab participant
said.
Some Arab experts suggested the
United States should consider giving Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
members the same treatment it gave
to its Asian allies, such as South Korea and Japan, to ease their worries
over North Korea’s nuclear arsenal.
“The West must transfer the
needed technology to enable the
GCC countries to build cruise and
ballistic missiles the same way it
discretely allowed South Korea to
ignore the MTCR and build ballistic and cruise missiles after North
Korea went nuclear,” said one Arab
military analyst.
MTCR — the Missile Technology Control Regime — is an informal and voluntary association of
Western countries plus Russia and
few other industrial states aimed at
strengthening the non-proliferation
of weapons of mass destruction by
banning the export of technologies
used in building cruise and ballistic
missiles.
“GCC states were not allowed to
import such missiles or their technologies from the West while Iran
received assistance from China
and North Korea to assemble a formidable arsenal of missiles, some
of which can reach the edges of
Europe,” the Arab military analyst said. “Now with Iran allowed
to possess its nuclear programme,
GCC States must be allowed to build
their own missile capabilities.”
In short, GCC countries, led by
Saudi Arabia, will seek their own
deterrence capabilities without dependence on an American nuclear
umbrella. In other words, the nuclear deal with Iran will possibly lead
to the proliferation of nuclear and
missile technologies in the region,
which will defy the objective of the
P5+1 talks.
The United States and its Western allies will likely reject Arab demands for nuclear and missile parity with Iran. However, they will not

be able to stop their aspirations to
achieve such parity by seeking other providers of such technologies —
such as China and Pakistan.
GCC leaders are concerned they
are not on the same page as Washington with respect to the nature of
the threat posed by Iran.
“The US is giving priority to Iran’s
nuclear programme while the Arab
states regard Iran’s expansionist
policy as the more pressing threat
and want it dealt with simultaneously with the nuclear issue,” said
one analyst.
“The US cannot continue to treat
GCC states as a piggy bank by selling them arms on the one side to
confront the Iranian expansionist
threat while, at the same time, it
signs a deal with Iran that would

allow it to become a much stronger
power and possibly a nuclear state
one day,” the analyst added.
According to a former US official,
one way Washington can ease GCC
anxieties and reduce the threat of
nuclear and missile proliferation in
the region would be by embedding
the Iranian nuclear deal within a
wider strategy with Tehran that will
include Arab concerns. Although
this might complicate the current
process with Iran, it would be much
better than unleashing the nuclear
genie in the Middle East.
Riad Kahwaji is the founder and
chief executive officer of the
Institute for Near East and Gulf
Military Analysis (INEGMA) based
in Dubai and Beirut.

Have Iran and its proxies decided
they can afford to drop the Assad regime?
View poi nt

Stephen
Starr

Beirut

T

he Syrian government
has been under such
pressure in recent
weeks that President
Bashar Assad has been
forced to say that
while his forces are losing battles
across the country, they will not
lose the war.
His tone was unremarkable.
But having talked up his regime’s
victories and capabilities countless
times since the outbreak of revolt
in March 2011, what bucked the
trend during his May 6th pronouncement was the fact that he
said his military was facing losses.
“It is the nature of battles there
will be advances and retreats, victories and losses, ups and downs,”
he said.
Only speculation can render how
these comments sit with Iran, the
Assad government’s most important international backer. That

The ties that bind Assad
to Hezbollah are infinitely
stronger than the
Damascus-Tehran link

Iran admitted a general from its
Revolutionary Guard was killed by
an Israeli air strike in January near
the Golan Heights — just kilometres from Israel, no less — may be a
sign that the trade and exports that
would presumably accompany the
hoped-for lifting of international
sanctions at home is more important than supporting the clearly
faltering Syrian regime.
Iran is reportedly spending $35
billion a year on support for Assad,
and with oil prices down, that level
of support may be unsustainable.
Looking to Assad’s other chief
supporter, commentators have
noted that Hezbollah leader Hassan Nasrallah’s speech on May 5th
was more conciliatory and less
jingoistic than previous public
pronouncements.
But the ties that bind Assad to
Hezbollah are infinitely stronger
than the Damascus-Tehran link; if
Iran is Assad’s commanding officer,
Hezbollah is his bunking partner.
When Nasrallah said, “This is not
the battle of the Syrian people
alone,” it resonates deeply with the
public in Lebanon and Syria whose
familial ties cross borders and go
back generations.
The bigger question is: Is this
the final throes of one of the Arab
world’s most enduring dynasties?
A Saudi Arabian newspaper report

in April suggested Alawite families
are being urged by intelligence
agencies to leave Damascus for
the coast, an Assad stronghold. An
Italian news agency reported that
Iranian Revolutionary Guard forces
were withdrawing from several
battlefields in Syria.
An important bellwether to help
answer this is the rate the Syrian
pound holds against world currencies. The pound dropped to 323
against the US dollar in late April
having held steady at around 220
only weeks before. Though the
pound has recovered some of the
recent losses, there is deep worry

Admitting “setbacks”

Iran is
reportedly
spending $35
billion a year
on support for
Assad

on the Damascus street.
Perhaps the most important conclusion to be drawn from the loss
of Idlib, Jisr al-Shughour and Bosra
is that after four years of tumult
and division, an opposition fighting force capable of defeating both
jihadist and regime forces, tolerable to many Syrians and borderline
palatable for Western governments
and their allies, is coming together.
Furthermore, the fact that Turkey and Iran are, and have been for
years, tight on trade and energy
relations suggests room for negotiation on the fate of the Syrian
regime, if the time comes that Iran
decides to pull its forces.
But try telling any of this to supporters of the Syrian government,
civilians who are today better
armed than at any time in decades
and who remain convinced that
Iran and Hezbollah will continue
to support the Assad clan in war or
peace, as was the case before the
2011 uprising.
As a result, though we are
witnessing the end of the Assads’
Syria as it existed since 1970, it’s
unlikely we are seeing the end of
the Assad regime itself.
Stephen Starr is an Irish journalist
who lived in Syria from 2007-12.
He is the author of Revolt in Syria:
Eye-Witness to the Uprising (2012).
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‘Political piracy’: Iran’s ship seizures
aimed at blocking nuclear deal
Ali Alfoneh

Washington

T

he brief crisis over the
Iranian seizure of the container ship Maersk Tigris
in the Strait of Hormuz on
April 28th appears to have
ended peacefully with the vessel’s
release on May 7th but the threat of
further maritime incidents cannot
be ruled out in or near the strategic waterway through which about
30% of seaborne-traded oil passes
each year.
The Iranian Navy and the naval
wing of the Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps (IRGC) have a long history of harassing maritime traffic,
and even Western warships, in the
Gulf. Tehran has frequently threatened to close straits.
There are also suspicions that
the seizure of the Maersk Tigris
was linked to events in war-torn
Yemen, where a US Navy flotilla was
deployed to block an Iranian convoy suspected of carrying weapons
to Shia rebels despite a maritime
blockade imposed by a Saudi Arabian-led coalition.

Much blood risks
being shed before a
balance of power can
be stabilised

The Iranian convoy turned back
before coming to contact with the
US ships. But Iran’s navy commander, Rear Admiral Habibollah Sayyari,
declared on April 26th more flotillas
of warships will be sent to the Gulf
of Aden and the Bab el Mandeb
Strait that links the Red Sea and the
Indian Ocean.
The Iranian warships, he explained, are to protect Iranian merchant vessels from “pirates”. He
added, “We have no plan to leave
the waterway.”

The Gulf of Aden is an emerging
flashpoint in the Yemen conflict in
which Tehran supports the Houthi
rebels that Saudi Arabia is fighting.
But that means that two strategic
maritime chokepoints, Hormuz and
the Bab el Mandeb, are in the cross
hairs in the Riyadh-Tehran face off.
If either, or both, are closed, oil and
gas supplies from the Gulf as well as
global trade will be threatened.
The Maersk Tigris seizure was
the second incident in Hormuz in
a week. Four Iranian gunboats surrounded a US-flagged merchant
ship, the Maersk Kensington, on
April 24th, but did not try to seize it.
Tehran said the Maersk Tigris,
which flies the flag of the Marshall
Islands, a Pacific island chain whose
defence is guaranteed by the United
States, was seized because of a 2005
legal dispute during which an Iranian court had ordered Maersk to pay
$3.6 million to an Iranian company
for cargo allegedly never delivered.
But the seizure of the container
ship cannot be regarded as anything but outright political piracy,
a provocation that calls for a more
decisive US response than has been
evident.
The United States dispatched the
guided missile destroyer USS Farragut to escort US-flagged ships
through Hormuz. The warship was
withdrawn on May 6th after Maersk
settled its legal problem and Tehran
said the vessel was free to sail.
While these developments could
be interpreted as an effort to de-escalate the crisis, the root causes of
these incidents remain.
The volatility and factional feuding within the Tehran regime has
been heightened by the growing regional rivalry between Shia Iran and
the Sunni Arab states led by Saudi
Arabia following the US military’s
2011 withdrawal from Iraq and the
US strategic shift to the Pacific.
The seizure of the Maersk Tigris, far from being a commercial

Iran’s Revolutionary Guard troops rappel down a helicopter on a naval vessel during a military drill
in the Strait of Hormuz in southern Iran in February
dispute, was probably intended to
serve political and military purposes.
The IRGC leadership most likely
initiated the incident to sabotage
President Hassan Rohani’s nuclear
diplomacy, which has sidelined the
Guards who remain hostile to “The
Great Satan” despite the April 2nd
framework agreement with USled powers on Iran’s nuclear programme.
The incident may also have been
an attempt to get back at the United
States for deploying warships off
Yemen. Iran’s regular navy, heavily outgunned, prudently chose to
avoid a showdown.

None of this is likely to go away,
even if an overall nuclear agreement
is reached by June 30th. The struggle goes on in Tehran between the
IRGC and Rohani, who has overseen
the nascent rapprochement with
the United States and is battling to
reduce the IRGC’s political and economic power.
The IRGC is determined to protect its highly lucrative business
monopolies, so it may well initiate
further maritime crises in a bid to
sabotage Rohani’s government.
The regional dimension too is
highly inflammable, with the conflict in Yemen likely to intensify the
Saudi-Iranian rivalry.

Regardless of whether a nuclear
deal is concluded, the United States
cannot afford to leave freedom
of navigation through Hormuz to
the whims of the IRGC or the
feuding between Iran and Saudi
Arabia.
Much blood risks being shed before a balance of power can be stabilised. And even if it is achieved,
there is no guarantee it will prove to
be peaceful.
Ali Alfoneh is a specialist on Iran’s
Revolutionary Guards Corps and
a senior fellow at Foundation for
the Foundation for Defense of
Democracies.

Iran looks east with ‘soft power’ for a new era
Gareth Smyth

A

mericans,
Europeans
and Arabs have long
thought of Iran as a Middle Eastern power, actual or potential. Iranians
are more likely to think of their
country as the centre of the world
— which for much of history it has
been — and this makes their mental
map rather different.
First and foremost, this means
Iran is very much part of Asia.
Tehran always has one eye on the
east, through Afghanistan to Farsispeaking Tajikistan and beyond.
Its largest trading partner is China.
Many Asian languages, beginning
with Urdu, are littered with Farsi
words.
Almost as soon as the outline
nuclear agreement was reached
April 2nd, Bijan Namdar Zanganeh,
Iran’s oil minister and close ally of
Iranian President Hassan Rohani,
was on a plane to Beijing for his
first official visit to the People’s Republic of China.
Zanganeh praised China for continued cooperation under sanctions and said Iran would expand
the relationship “when sanctions
are removed”. Beijing has been
buying half of Tehran’s oil exports
— at least 550,000 barrels a day
(bpd) — since tight US and EU economic sanctions were introduced
in 2012 and will reportedly increase
that by at least 100,000 bpd this
summer.
The Chinese were also the last
foreigners prepared for significant
investment in Iran’s energy sector
after European majors like Royal

Dutch Shell, Total and Eni pulled
out around 2010.
Iran is prioritising China not only
for economic engagement. Military
cooperation was increased with
joint naval manoeuvres in September 2014. Chinese President Xi Jinping is expected in Iran this year.

Russia announced in
January a military
agreement with Iran
centred on naval
cooperation
Pakistan has also figured in postagreement news. Shahid Khaqan
Abbasi, the petroleum minister,
announced a Chinese loan for 85%
of the cost of Pakistan’s leg of a
natural gas pipeline from Iran.
The scheme was once scheduled

Looking to Pakistan

to include India, which withdrew
under US pressure in 2009, and,
with Washington opposed to the
project, the Pakistanis have also
dragged their feet.
But with the nuclear agreement,
Pakistan’s energy needs have
moved up its political agenda. The
pipeline can be ready in two years
to supply gas to produce 4,500MW
of electricity, nearly as much as the
shortfall that regularly produces
nationwide outages.
Pakistan, mainly Sunni with a
large Shia minority, wants better
relations with Iran after border
clashes in restive Baluchistan in
October and has resisted pressure
from Saudi Arabia to join its coalition in Yemen against Zaidi Shia
Houthi rebels.
Pakistan is not alone in eyeing
Iran’s hydrocarbons, the world’s

largest combined oil and gas reserves in the world. Since the
Western sanctions of 2012, almost
all Iranian crude exports have gone
to Asia — Japan, India, South Korea
and China. Sales are expected to
edge up in coming months, especially if sanctions are eased with a
substantial nuclear agreement by
June 30th.
The rise will be slow given the
keen terms offered by rival exporters Russia, Kuwait and the United
Arab Emirates. Nonetheless, while
demand for oil is falling in the developed world and globally, it is rising in Asia.
Tehran wants the majors back
but relations will not be so cordial.
“Iran has always wanted balance,”
Heydar Pourian, editor of the Tehran business monthly Iqtisad Iran,
told The Arab Weekly. “Remember
the revolutionary slogan: ‘Neither
East nor West!’”
But the balance may be importing advanced technology — especially gas liquefaction — from the
large oil companies while Asia offers the demand for exports that
lures the majors’ investment in
Iran.
The political consequences of
the Iranian nuclear agreement in
Asia will include Tehran’s gradual
admission to “mainstream” organisations. Moscow will support
Iran’s membership of the Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation, a body
stretching across six countries
from Russia through central Asia to
China.
Russia, an Asian as well as a European power, announced in January a military agreement with Iran
centred on naval cooperation as

Sergei Shoigu made the first visit
of a Russian defence minister to
Iran for 15 years. Just after the Iranian agreement, Russian President
Vladimir Putin confirmed Moscow
would supply a missile defence
system it had previously deemed
barred by UN sanctions.

Pakistan is not alone
in eyeing Iran’s
hydrocarbons
Even on the nuclear issue, the
main fallout of the agreement
— assuming a substantial deal is
reached — could be in Asia. Developing a new non-proliferation
strategy tailored to Iran may have
consequences for Middle Eastern
powers Saudi Arabia, Turkey and
Israel, but will surely go beyond.
For Iran to accept limits outside the nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty (NPT), as well as intrusive
inspections by the International
Atomic Energy Agency, may increase pressure for closer scrutiny
of NPT-signatories running civil
programmes (Japan and South
Korea) as well as weaponised countries outside the NPT (North Korea,
India, Pakistan, and even Israel).
This could give Iran scope to
style itself a moral leader, something it will relish. Those who see
Tehran’s influence in terms of the
Quds Force or arms supplies are
underestimating both “soft power”
and the importance of trade.
Gareth Smyth has covered Middle
Eastern affairs for 20 years and
was chief correspondent for the
Financial Times in Iran in 2003-07.
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Washington’s quandary in Syria
Joyce Karam

Washington

E

ven with rebels making
gains against President
Bashar Assad in the north
and south of Syria and the
regime showing fractures
within its senior ranks, when it
comes to Syria, US President Barack
Obama’s administration is finding
little reason to celebrate.
The new developments, according to US officials, have put Washington between a rock and a hard
place as it rejects the Assad government but is increasingly concerned
about the rise of jihadist forces in
the opposition.
The new president of the Western-backed opposition government
in exile, the Syrian National Coalition, Khaled Khoja, made his first
visit to Washington in early May.
He told The Arab Weekly that, while
there “were some positive indications [from the administration] on
new support for the rebels”, the gap
remains significant between what
the Syrian opposition needs and
what the Obama administration is
offering.

Washington wants a
clear vision of
military and political
planning in a Syria
after Assad
Khoja’s major request of the administration was for anti-aircraft
missiles to help the rebels establish safe zones and counter Assad’s
air superiority. The United States
has been reluctant to provide such
weapons, either directly or through
other countries, out of fear they
would fall in the hands of the Islamic State (ISIS) or al-Qaeda-affiliated
Jabhat al-Nusra and could be used
to target civilian aeroplanes.

The US veto on supplying anti-aircraft missiles remains in place, according to a former US official who
meets regularly with the administration.
Several regional leaders who visited Washington in April — among
them Turkish Foreign Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu, Qatari Emir Tamim
bin Hamad al-Thani and former
Lebanese prime minister Saad Hariri
— requested logistical help from the
administration in enforcing air cover to protect rebel-held areas.

The administration
might find itself
forced to enter the
Syrian fray
But despite these requests and
Khoja’s assurance that 3,000 members of the Free Syrian Army have
knowledge of how to operate and
protect anti-aircraft missiles, the
Obama administration remains reluctant. Except for the coalition air
strikes targeting ISIS positions in
Syria, Washington has kept a handsoff approach to the crisis to avoid
getting sucked into a “war of attrition”.
But as the war intensifies and the
political initiatives led by UN envoy
Staffan de Mistura crumble, the administration might find itself forced
to enter the Syrian fray.
A senior US official voiced concern
that recent rebel gains in the north
represent the start of a jihadist surge
benefiting al-Nusra and other extremist rebels. But Khoja insists the
role of al-Nusra is exaggerated and
that by doing nothing Washington
will only exacerbate the problem.
Establishing safe zones that are
protected by anti-aircraft missiles
and regional cooperation “to jam
Assad’s air power”, Khoja said, is
the “best way to avoid a sudden collapse of the regime that would help
chaos and ISIS”.
By establishing safe zones, Khoja
argues the opposition can “systemat-

ically build its capacity and practice
local civic governance” in parallel
to the battlefront. The administration, however, appears to be more
fixated on the political track and,
according to diplomatic sources, has
requested a “clear plan on the way
forward and the day after Assad in
Syria”. Indeed, the Saudis recently
invited the Syrian opposition to Riyadh “to map out” the post-Assad
period.
Washington wants a clear vision
of military and political planning in
a Syria after Assad, including such
issues as the status of minorities,
counter-terrorism and preserving an
already diminished state infrastructure. Khoja insisted these plans exist and a post-Assad plan is in place.
For him, however, getting to an
orderly transition in Syria starts by
planning the “day before as well as
the day after [Assad]”.
While Khoja does not envision
large-scale military action in Syria
without the consent of the Obama
administration, Hariri is not excluding such a scenario. He points to a
new momentum in the region following Operation Decisive Storm in
Yemen and insists that “the US will
only respect us when we are strong”.
In this scenario, regional states
would devise and conduct a battle
plan in Syria with expectations that
the United States would support it
logistically, as it did in Yemen.
But as Obama prepares to complete the Iran nuclear deal in June
and embraces his legacy of a “lighter
footprint” in the Middle East, and
as Syria’s battle lines are being redrawn, it is unlikely that the US administration will weigh in decisively
in the conflict. “The war of attrition”
in Syria is a distraction for the administration and Obama hopes to
leave office in 2017 without becoming one of its proxies — or its problem solver.
Joyce Karam is an Arab Weekly
regular contributor based in
Washington.

A myriad of rebel groups

Questions about Russian arms sales to Iraq and Syria
View poi nt

John Daly

Washington

T

he rise of the Islamic
State (ISIS) has
transfixed global
attention as a new
terrorist organisation
surpassing al-Qaeda in
ambition and violence, with Syria
and Iraq as the frontline states.
Russia, in a continuation of
Soviet-era policies, provides both
countries’ governments with
diplomatic and military support
while many Western nations
ponder their responses.
Syria is Russia’s last Arab ally
from the Cold War era of the Soviet
Union’s diplomatic, economic
and military support for Middle
Eastern socialist and nationalist regimes. These included Egypt until
1972, Saddam Hussein’s Iraq, Muammar Qaddafi’s Libya, Algeria and
Yemen. While the USSR supported
Israel in the 1948 Arab-Israeli War,
it later changed its ideology and
supported Arab states in the 1967
and 1973 conflicts.
The Soviet Union also supported
Syria in the First Lebanon War in
1982. The USSR sold Syria several
generations of advanced weaponry, including jet fighters. This
support continued after the USSR
collapsed in 1991. In 2005 Russia
forgave Syria $10 billion of $13
billion of its Soviet-era debt
and followed up with new

Moscow views the “Arab
spring” as a US-supported
Islamist revolution

arms sales.
After the “Arab spring” exploded
across the Maghreb and Middle
East in 2011, Russia was severely
criticised by the West for its nearly
$1 billion in weapons sales to the
Syrian government of President
Bashar Assad.
Russia countered that its arms
deliveries to Syria did not violate
international law and insisted that
the weapons were not intended to
help its government fight insurgents but were sent to fulfil Sovietera commitments.
Moscow views the “Arab spring”
as a US-supported Islamist revolution that was triggered by US-developed media, including Twitter
and Facebook. Russian experts
and diplomats emphasise that
the “Arab spring” is dominated by
extremists with deep ties to the
Islamist insurgency in Russia’s
North Caucasus. Moscow fears that
the ISIS conflict could spread to the
“near abroad” post-Soviet Caucasian and Central Asian states and
eventually into Russia proper via
the North Caucasus.
As Russia views the “Arab
spring” as a covert extremist
“colour” revolution, it has shielded
Assad’s regime from international
sanctions and has continued to
provide it with weapons despite
international condemnation, delivering billions of dollars in armaments, including missiles, combat
jets, tanks and artillery.
Until recently Russia averred
that it only supplied Syria with
weaponry to protect it from foreign
invasion, not ordnance needed to
fight lightly armed insurgents in
cities. Russia also provided Syria
with consistent diplomatic cover
by vetoing UN Security Council

resolutions sanctioning Syria,
stating that such actions would be
one-sided when rebels are able to
obtain weapons via smuggling.
As ISIS extended its influence,
Russian assistance to Syria rose accordingly. By the end of 2013 Russian armaments were being flown
in by dozens of Antonov-124 cargo
transports carrying armoured
vehicles, surveillance equipment,
radars, electronic warfare systems,
helicopter spare parts and weaponry, including ammunition and
guided aerial bombs.
In addition, Russian advisers
and intelligence experts operated
unmanned aerial vehicles — drones
— to assist the Syrian military to
locate insurgent positions, provide
tactical analysis and assist the
Syrians in carrying out precision
artillery and air strikes.
While Iraq remains closely allied
to the United States, despite the
Americans ending their military

Russia
remains
committed to
helping Syria
and Iraq resist
ISIS

To catch a Russian fighter bomber

presence there in December 2011,
Russia is supporting Iraq as well.
In June 2014 Russia declared its
support for the Iraqi government
and provided Su-25 jets and sent
experts to aid the country in its
fight against ISIS.
Iraq’s Defence Ministry announced on February 1st that its
Army Air Corps had received two
Russian Mi-28NE attack helicopters, bringing its total fleet to 15. On
March 20th, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said Moscow
would continue to support Iraq
in its fight against terrorism and
strengthen its military-technical
assistance.
Russia remains committed to
helping Syria and Iraq resist ISIS,
whatever the diplomatic consequences, as it promotes its own
security concerns. On April 22nd
Lavrov said: “Islamic State is our
main enemy at the moment, if
only because hundreds of Russian
citizens, hundreds of Europeans,
hundreds of Americans fight alongside ISIS.
“They are already coming back…
and… could stage vile actions at
home. We are helping both Iraq
and Syria, possibly more effectively than anyone else, by providing weapons to their armies and
security forces.”
As the ISIS militant threat
consumes Syria and Iraq, Russia’s
consistency in seeing it (rather
than Assad’s government) as the
real threat, stands in stark contrast to the policy of most Western
countries and will apparently do so
for the foreseeable future.
John Daly is a Washington-based
specialist on Russian and postSoviet affairs.
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Experts: US behind curve in online war with ISIS
Washington

T

he US government is
moving too slowly to
counter
the
Islamic
State‘s (ISIS) fast-paced
online propaganda and
vast recruitment efforts, experts
and lawmakers said.
The large scale and the lightning
tempo of ISIS’s social media campaign poses a daunting challenge,
particularly for a government bureaucracy ill-equipped to respond
quickly or to experiment, experts
said.
ISIS can rely on “a very large
number of people” to promote
their message online and “it can
afford to have 2,000 people who
tweet 150 times a day,” J.M. Berger,
a fellow at the Brookings Institution, said.

The US government
is moving too slowly
to counter the
Islamic State
“It can afford to have a ratio of
two or three recruiters to every
one potential recruit who might
carry out a lone wolf attack,”
Berger, who has tracked ISIS and
other extremist groups online, told
the US Senate Homeland Security
committee.
The United States or others opposed to ISIS will need to deploy
similar numbers and declassify
photos, videos or other intelligence that can expose the failures
of the jihadists in areas under its
control, Berger and other experts
said. Daveed Garstein-Ross, a senior fellow at the Foundation for
Defense of Democracies, said “the
US government has to be able to be
more quick to react, to be able to
respond at the same kind of speed”
as the jihadists online.

Many a battlefield
In some cases, false claims by
ISIS have been carried by news media and the US government needed to quickly release information
to show an accurate picture that
could undercut the jihadists, he
said.
US Senator Cory Booker, D-N.J.,

ridiculed the US government’s online effort against ISIS as “laughable.” Holding up an iPad at the
hearing, Booker cited a paltry
number of retweets as proof that
the online counter-messaging was
failing.
Booker also questioned why so

much funding was devoted to what
he called “old school media”, such
as Voice of America broadcasts.
Private “hacktivists” have proven the most effective at combating
the jihadists in social media, often
by reporting inflammatory posts
and getting pro-ISIS users sus-

pended from Twitter, according to
Berger.
Chasing ISIS propagandists off of
Twitter had a downside, though,
as it deprived government authorities of information used to track
recruitment, he said.
(Agence France-Presse)

America’s drone war kills civilians
View poi nt

Bernd
Debusmann

Washington

T

he United States’ long
campaign of remotecontrol assassinations,
deeply unpopular in
most of the world, is
coming under renewed
scrutiny after the accidental
killing of an American aid worker
in a drone strike. But, although
the rules of drone war are under
review, don’t hold your breath for
a change of US policy.
US President Barack Obama
expressed “profound regrets” and
offered “deepest apologies” to the
families of the American, Warren
Weinstein, and Italian aid worker
Giovanni Lo Porto who died in a
drone strike meant to obliterate an
al-Qaeda compound in Pakistan.
The two Westerners were held
there as hostages, but their presence was not detected in hundreds
of hours of surveillance by CIA
operators watching video images
transmitted from drone cameras.
The incident bolstered the arguments of critics who question the
drone warriors’ abiding faith in
technology and the notion that
killing enemy leaders — “highvalue targets” in official parlance —
will result in victory. Human rights
groups scoff at US assertions that
drone strikes are so precise they
rarely kill innocents.
Obama blamed the deaths of
Weinstein and Lo Porto on “the fog

Drone attacks killed at
least 2,500 people,
including some 600 civilians,
in Pakistan, Yemen and
Somalia

of war”, but said the drone strikes
that killed them had followed current guidelines. He then promised
“to confront squarely our imperfections and to learn from our
mistakes”. In other words: Let’s
improve the tactics, but stick with
the strategy.
There is no suggestion of significant changes to a programme
Obama inherited from former
president George W. Bush and
embraced with an enthusiasm that
baffled many of the Democratic
voters who helped him win the
presidency believing he was something of a pacifist. He disproved
that idea just three days after his
inauguration as president in January 2009, authorising two drone attacks that killed dozens of people,
including civilians.
Drones became his favourite
weapon of war, a way of going after
al-Qaeda and other jihadist groups
without risking the lives of US
pilots or deploying “boots on the
ground”. In the first six years of his
presidency, drone attacks killed at
least 2,500 people, including some
600 civilians, in Pakistan, Yemen
and Somalia, according to the

Bureau of Investigative Journalism,
a London-based group that tracks
the drone war. There were more
drone strikes in Obama’s first year
in office than in Bush’s entire eightyear presidency, an extraordinary
record for a man who was awarded
the Nobel Peace Prize just nine
months into his presidency.
Opinion polls indicate a majority
of Americans are in favour of drone
warfare. Support runs across party
lines in Congress, where lawmakers
deem it an efficient, virtually riskfree way of thinning jihadist ranks.
American support contrasts sharply
with world opinion. Last year, the
Washington-based Pew Research
Center conducted a poll on the issue in 44 countries. In 37 of them,
including close allies of the United
States such as Germany, Britain and
Jordan, sizeable majorities opposed
the Americans’ use of drones.
Such differing attitudes help
explain why the accidental death
of a US citizen made headlines,
dominated TV news for days and
prompted presidential apologies.
There have been no such public
shows of empathy for the families
of Pakistani, Yemeni or Afghan ci-

The White
House has
largely
shrugged
off doubts
over the
programme
and its effects
on America’s
image

vilians. Their deaths are considered
inevitable “collateral damage”.
This double standard has been a
persistent theme of drone critics,
mostly human rights organisations
and experts challenging the secrecy
that shrouds drone operations by
the CIA and the legality of “signature strikes” that target people
whose identity is not known, but
whose behaviour leads drone
operators thousands of miles away
to conclude they are militants who
merit execution.
Is drone video good enough to reliably tell militants from civilians?
In a deeply researched new book on
drone warfare Kill Chain, Andrew
Cockburn quotes a weapons designer as saying the task is akin to
“watching a Super Bowl broadcast
and trying to determine whether a
spectator was leaning on an AK-47
or a cane”.
Signature strikes do not require
presidential authorisation, unlike
the airborne execution of “highvalue targets” whose names and
profiles are on a secret “kill list”.
The White House has largely
shrugged off doubts over the programme and its effects on America’s image.
Just before Obama’s inauguration for his second term, the former
commander of US and NATO forces
in Afghanistan, US Army General
Stanley McChrystal, said drones
evoked visceral hatred in countries
where their constant buzz fills the
skies.
Drones contributed to a “perception of American arrogance that
says, ‘Well, we can fly where we
want, we can shoot where we want,
because we can’,” he said.
The American superpower appears disinclined to break that
habit.
Bernd Debusmann is a writer on
foreign affairs based in Washington.
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A member of the Syrian government forces stands next to a well at Jazel oil field.

Syria’s war sends oil output crashing
to almost nothing
Antoine Kaser

Damascus

S

yria’s oil production, once
the country’s mainstay, has
plunged to a record low of
9,500 barrels per day (bpd),
strangling an economy battered by more than four years of
civil war and sending domestic fuel
prices sky high.
The oil sector produced 380,000
bpd before the conflict broke out in
March 2011. Of that, Syria exported
130,000 bpd, while the remainder
was for domestic use. However,
in the past few months, output
plunged to a paltry 2.5% of pre-war
levels, Syrian Oil Minister Suleiman
al-Abbas announced at the beginning of May.
“This is highly significant,” said
Nader Cyrus Itayim, OPEC editor
with the Middle East Economic
Survey (MEES), a weekly energy
newsletter published in Cyprus.
“Simple
back-of-the-envelope
calculations would suggest the
government’s forgoing around $3.5
billion to $4 billion of what it could
be earning through exports and the
like, if production was still at normal levels,” he told The Arab Weekly by email.
Itayim said, even though Syria’s
oil industry has been crippled,
demand has remained high because of Syrian military operations against rebel forces. “So, the
loss of oil production volumes will
have hurt on that front as well,” he
stressed.
Extremists with the Islamic State
(ISIS), which has set up a self-proclaimed caliphate in north-eastern
Syria, have taken over most of
the country’s oil fields, which are
mainly in that region.
That deprived the Damascus regime of one of its main sources of
hard currency, badly depleted because of dwindling exports and the
fighting across the country.

Demand has
remained high
because of Syrian
military operations
The regime has accused ISIS and
the militant Jabhat al-Nusra, or alNusra Front, al-Qaeda’s Syrian affiliate, of illegal drilling, stealing the
crude oil and selling it at cut prices
in neighbouring countries, mainly
Turkey, to finance their operations.
Oil Ministry figures show that

more than 20 oil wells were subject to arson, while 128 others were
stolen. The figures also pointed
to some 8.5 billion barrels being
stolen at a daily average of about
40,000 barrels.
Prior to 2011, oil made up around
45% of Syria’s total exports. A year
earlier, oil revenues were estimated at $3 billion.
In 2013, however, Syria had to
import oil worth $1.7 billion to
make up for lost domestic output
and a greatly increased demand
for fuel and oil derivatives, largely
to keep the military’s tanks and jet
fighters operational as the Iranianbacked regime battled for survival.
Direct oil losses amounted to
nearly $1 billion in July 2014, according to Oil Ministry figures. It
estimated unspecified “indirect
losses” at an additional $6.9 billion.
An Oil Ministry official told The
Arab Weekly that several gas fields
are constantly being sabotaged by
armed groups, mainly ISIS militants.

supplied the Assad government
with around 60,000-70,000 bpd on
average in 2014, remains the key
supplier,” he added.
The supply has increased in recent months, with the International Energy Agency (IEA) suggesting
that Iranian shipments to Syria hit
125,000 bpd in March.
But Itayim emphasised that Iran
cannot not plug the gap completely. “It’s gone some way to doing so
but there are still shortages and, as
a result, there are fuel shortages
and regular power cuts,” he said.
With the phasing out of subsi-

dies in recent years, the prices of
food and fuel skyrocketed, hitting
in particular the pockets of Syrians
already hard pressed financially.
The price of one litre of kerosene
fuel used for heating jumped 700%
to 125 Syrian pounds ($0.50). The
price of a gas cylinder of 20 litres
increased from $1 to $6. One litre
of unleaded gasoline also climbed
250% to 56 cents.
Antoine Kaser is a regular contributor to The Arab Weekly who has
been covering Syria for nearly three
decades.

E nter pr i si ng spi r it

France expects
billions in deals
with Saudi Arabia
French President François Hollande
says the country is in talks with Saudi Arabia for business deals worth
tens of billions of dollars.
The amount is an estimate of the
benefits expected by France “in the
middle-term”, Hollande said at a
news conference in Riyadh, where
he attended a summit of the Gulf
Cooperation Council.
Hollande refused to provide details on the deals but confirmed
Foreign Minister Laurent Fabius’
comments that there were about 20
projects including arms exports, solar power installations, civil aircraft,
transportation and health.
Some of the deals are expected
to be formalised in October at a
French-Saudi business forum, Hollande said.
(The Associated Press)

Main Turkish
opposition in
election vow to
boost economy,
democracy

45%
of Syria’s total exports
were made up of oil
prior to 2011
Production from the Shaer gas
field in central Syria, Syria’s largest with a pre-war output of 3 million cubic metres a day, had been
repeatedly halted because of the
fighting, the official said.
The severe shortage in oil production has prompted the government to import oil from its longtime ally Iran, which has repeatedly
stepped in to salvage Syria’s limping economy with a seemingly limitless credit line facility rumoured
to have reached $35 billion.
Itayim said the Iranian link is well
documented. He said the Oil Ministry recently disclosed that Syria’s
two refineries in the northern cities
of Banias and Homs — each with a
capacity of around 100,000 bpd —
processed 1.3 million tons of crude,
just more than 100,000 bpd, in the
first quarter of 2015.
“Presuming the government’s
9,500 bpd figure is correct, that
suggests just over 90,000 bpd of
crude has been sourced from elsewhere, either from Syrian fields
outside government control or imported from abroad,” Itayim said.
“All the indications are that Iran,
which according to our estimates

Emirates, the Middle East’s biggest
airline, said it overcame the effects
of temporary runway closures at
its Dubai base to pull in a $1.24 billion profit, a 40% gain driven by the
rapid expansion of its business and
helped by a drop in fuel prices.
The airline said it benefited from
2014’s drop in oil prices, giving it relief on fuel costs in the second half
of its financial year. But it also cited
a number of challenges affecting
profitability, including the effects
of the Ebola outbreak and armed
conflict in several areas where it
operates, the strength of the US
dollar and Dubai runway work last
summer that forced it to ground 19
planes.
Emirates’ earnings for the fiscal
year that runs through the end of
March of $1.24 billion far surpassed
the $885 million it earned during the
same period a year earlier.
It was the 27th consecutive year of
profit for the airline, a rare winning
streak in the industry.
(The Associated Press)

Abu Khaled opened a shop in Douma, Syria, using remnants
of weapons, including rockets, tank shells and other ordnance fired by forces loyal to Syrian President Bashar Assad,
to make dough.

Turkey’s main opposition leader
promised to revitalise a flagging
economy in an election manifesto
which accused the ruling AK Party
of leaving millions in poverty during
its 13 years in power.
Republican People’s Party (CHP)
leader Kemal Kilicdaroglu highlighted the slowing economy and rising
unemployment.
“Turkey is unable to achieve
growth or development. Wealth
is not distributed in a just way. We
have to rescue Turkey from the middle income trap,” he said in a speech
in Ankara.
Economic growth fell to 2.9% in
2014 from 4.2% a year earlier and
the lira is down 12% versus the US
dollar this year, sources of concern
acknowledged by Turkish President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan, who referred
to a “temporary crisis in the economy”.
Kilicdaroglu promised to boost
welfare and incomes and said the
social democratic CHP would focus
on boosting value-added economic
production and creating an information society.
(Reuters)
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The success story of Dubai International Airport
Kurt Parry

Dubai

F

rom its phenomenal rise as
a pearl-diving trading post
just half a century ago to
one of the most dynamic
economies in the world,
Dubai is a true melting pot of culture and nationalities. Apart from
its huge population of resident expats — the indigenous Emirati population makes up just 15% of the
United Arab Emirates — the number
of foreign tourists reflects Dubai’s
status of a global destination and
has elevated Dubai International
Airport (DXB) to the busiest in the
world.
DXB terminals welcomed more
than 70 million passengers in 2014,
knocking London’s Heathrow off
its long-held perch as the world’s
busiest air hub thanks to Dubai’s
massive investment in airport infrastructure and expansion. Dubai
has set itself a mandate of diversifying from an oil-based economy
and tourism has become one of its
new mainstays.

It is not as though Dubai was
completely alien to air traffic in its
formative years but, in 1960, the
newly built international airport
was little more than a runway strip
on a wasteland. Over the years, as
Dubai’s ambitious business plans
came to fruition, the city’s founding fathers realised the most viable
route to and from the city was by
air.
Ten years after opening, the airport served nine airlines and 20
destinations and gradual changes
soon shifted into rapid progress. By
1988, traveller throughput reached
4.3 million and ten years later it
boasted 9.7 million passengers a
year.
Dubai
International
Airport
handles more than 8,000 weekly
flights by 140 airlines to and from
170 destinations, a stunning set
of statistics, backed up by a 2014
Oxford Economics study that concluded Dubai’s aviation sector supports more than 400,000 jobs and
contributes nearly $27 billion to
the city’s gross domestic product
(GDP).
One of commercial aviation’s
greatest success stories, the rise of

the Emirates Airline fleet helped to
make Dubai International Airport
a passenger and cargo giant. In the
last financial year, Emirates announced it had carried 44.5 million
tourists and 2.25 million tonnes of
freight.

DXB terminals
welcomed more than
70 million
passengers in 2014
Its future is even more impressive with orders for another 280
aircraft worth $138 billion. Not surprisingly, it was a desperately sad
day in Dubai last week when Sir
Maurice Flanagan, the founding
chief executive officer of Emirates
Airlines and one of the city’s favourite adopted sons died at age 86.
The city’s airport has had to reflect the airline’s stunning growth
and DXB is heralded as one of the
best in the industry, winning Airport of the Year for 2014 at the
Aviation Business Awards and Airport Transit News Awards. The list
of accolades goes on but it is the
consumer-centric attitude that has

drawn so much acclaim.
In keeping with Dubai’s reputation as one of the shopping capitals
of the world, the airport has also
been named as having the Most
Supportive Approach to Travel-Retail by DFNI Global Awards for Travel Retail Excellence. From high-end
boutiques to no-frills food courts,
the airport functions as much more
than a transit area.
The airport’s flagship shopping
attraction is the Dubai Duty Free
(DDF) facility, which has also been
named a world leader in its field.
Now in its 32nd year, DDF recorded sales of $2 billion for 2014 and,
despite already covering a massive 26,000 square metres of retail space, the area will expand by
an additional 7,000 square metres
with the opening of Concourse D in
2015.
DDF employs more than 5,500
people and that number grows daily. Eventually it will have an even
greater presence thanks to Dubai’s
Al Maktoum International Airport,
which, although still under construction and with a capacity of a
modest 5 million passengers a year,
will be the world’s largest airport on

completion.
Far from being competition to
DXB, parent company Dubai Airports sees Al Maktoum as complementary, despite a further $32
billion being earmarked for investment, enabling it to ultimately handle more than 220 million passengers and 16 million tonnes of cargo
each year.
Dubai International Airport has
the distinct advantage of being at
the heart of the city with its worldclass infrastructure and the Dubai
Airport Strategic Plan 2020 seems
committed to its plans for the future successes of DXB; the construction of Concourse A, the doubling of capacity at Terminal 2, the
ongoing construction of Concourse
D and the subsequent upgrade of
Concourse C will boost the airport’s
capacity to 100 million passengers
by the end of the decade.
Despite having the planet’s largest airport facilities on its doorstep,
it seems DXB will continue to be the
city’s preferred point of arrival and
departure.
Kurt Perry is an Arab Weekly
contributor in Dubai.

Wasta and size of public sector exacerbate Jordan’s economic woes
Raied T. Shuqum

Amman

W

“

hat keeps us up at
night is the economy,”
Jordan’s
King Abdullah II
recently told Fox

News.
You do not want to be in his shoes,
considering the exogenous jolts his
tiny nation faced, starting with the
“Arab spring” in 2011. Regional tension, especially in neighbouring
Syria and Iraq, the kingdom’s traditional trading partner, along with
the global economic downturn, has
adversely affected tourism, worker
remittances and foreign direct investment (FDI) to the cash-strapped

Wooing investors

Arab nation. Couple this with a
higher fuel bill prompted by halted
cheap gas supplies from Egypt, together with lofty unsubsidised oil
prices, and the result is an oxygenstarved economy.
Jordanian economist Hussam
Ayesh said the enormous number
of people working in the inefficient
public sector is also hampering recovery.
“One of the major setbacks is that
40% of the workforce is employed
in the public sector,” Ayesh told The
Arab Weekly in an interview. “That’s
the highest percentage in the world.”
The phenomenon of wasta, or using family connections and political
influence to get a job, and its many
relatives including favouritism, cronyism, nepotism and patronage are
ruining the potential of the public

sector to work effectively and efficiently, according to a government
official, who spoke to The Arab
Weekly on condition of anonymity
due to the sensitivity of the issue.
“You have people who are not truly qualified, and even not qualified
at all, in top management positions
and this leads to chaos,” the official
said.
The problem of wasta will take a
long time to be fixed since it is ingrained in the very fabric of the society. “Fighting the phenomenon of
wasta is a key requirement to build
some sort of trust with our citizens
and prove that the government can
deliver quality public services,” he
noted.
Various Jordanian officials stated
that these phenomena are rampant
in Jordanian public administration.
The International Monetary Fund
(IMF) agrees that one of the key
challenges facing Jordan is finding
a way to “reduce high and still rising public debt by adhering to the
planned public sector adjustment
plan”.
On April 24th, the IMF’s executive
board completed its sixth review of
Jordan’s three-year economic programme supported by a Stand-By
Arrangement (SBA). The review’s
completion enables the immediate
release of about $200 million to help
bolster Jordan’s economic reforms,
bringing total disbursements under
the programme to about $1.58 billion, according to an IMF statement.
Mitsuhiro Furusawa, IMF deputy
managing director and acting chairman of the executive board, said “a

prudent” 2015 budget, together with
the adoption of the new income
tax law and other measures, will
bring about most of the adjustment
planned for this year.
Furusawa acknowledged that
progress was made in structural reforms but said more was needed to
support growth and reduce persistently high unemployment.

40%

of the workforce is
employed in the public
sector
“The focus should be on broadbased labour market policies, especially to increase female labour
market participation and reform
public sector hiring and compensation practices,” he said. “There is
also scope for further improving the
business climate and strengthening
public institutions.” Jordan’s cabinet endorsed the draft state budget
law for 2015 in November 2014,
with a slight expansion of 3.2% in
spending and an estimated deficit
of $1 billion, while public revenues,
including grants, are forecast to be
around $10 billion. Public debt was
estimated at $28 billion.
Yousef Qorneh, head of parliament’s Financial Committee, said
he expected the projected higher
revenues for 2015 and 2016 to bring
improvements to the fiscal situation. Experts agree that the fiscal

deficit will fall but it will remain a
burden on the government by keeping it dependent on foreign support,
especially from Jordan’s main bankrollers, the United States and Saudi
Arabia. Regional instability will continue to hold real GDP growth in line
throughout 2015-16 but is predicted
to strengthen in 2017-19.
Ayesh stressed that Jordan needs
to properly use tax revenues for implementing development projects,
as taxpayers do not see any positive
impact from paying taxes, on their
lives. Therefore, there is a huge tax
evasion in Jordan.
“To offset its budget deficit, Jordan resorts to borrowing, which
has increased overall public debt to
unprecedented levels instead of fixing problems such as implementing
a fair tax for all, with no wasta allowed for anyone,” said Ayesh.
Jordan pays around $1.4 billion in
interests for its loans, nearly double
the $900 million usually allocated
annually to the Health Ministry, the
economist explained.
For Ayesh, growth is hampered,
partly because authorities are still
undetermined about what economic model works for Jordan.
“To face economic problems, Jordan needs to support the creation of
small and medium-sized entrepreneurships that create jobs,” he said.
“Jordan needs to invest in talents
and encourage innovation in different sectors.”
Raied T. Shuqum, based in Jordan,
has been covering regional issues
since 1999.
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Arab women’s empowerment will have
to wait till there is political will
Samar Kadi

Beirut

D

emocracy and equal
rights, including the
rights of women, were at
the core of the demand
of the protesters who
took to the streets during the “Arab
spring” uprisings of the Middle East
and North Africa. Women have
been an integral part of the revolutions, demonstrating and marching
alongside men, in national movements that raised their expectations
for a greater empowerment.
But again, they were excluded
from the ensuing political process
and deprived of their share of the
gains, mainly due to the lack of
political will to empower them, according to Samira Atallah, director
of the Centre for Women at the UN
Economic and Social Commission
for Western Asia (ESCWA).
“Women were extremely active
and visible in these revolutions.
They were an important part of this
overwhelming national push for
change that encompassed many issues, including gender equality and
female empowerment,” Atallah told
The Arab Weekly. “Then came the
reality and they were typically excluded from sharing the results.”

Women are
confronted with
sexual abuse,
deprivation and
marginalisation
With or without conflict, women
will always remain “outside the
game”, Atallah said. They were not
part of the decision-making process
in peace time and were not involved
in the creation of conflict. “In postconflict situation, the same trend
(of excluding them) continues,” she
said.
In many instances, the pro-democracy revolutions backlashed at
women’s rights, jeopardising the
little progress that had been previously achieved, Atallah explained,
in reference to Tunisia and Egypt.
Although in Tunisia, women’s determination succeeded in reversing
the tide, when they voted heavily
in last year’s legislative and presidential elections against Islamist
candidates. “If anything, this shows
the fragility of women’s rights,” she
added. Dalenda Largueche, director
of Tunisia’s Research, Studies and
Information Centre on Women, acknowledged the challenge posed by
the revolution on Tunisian women’s
rights. “It was the first time since
the promulgation of the code of
personal status (in 1956) that women had to face their destiny and
confront a debate about their equal
rights,” she said in comments to The
Arab Weekly.
However, the “new reality” emboldened women, who fought for
their rights “and proved that not
everything is irreversible”. “We
have seen that women’s rights were
eventually reinforced in the second
constitution, which was endorsed
in January [2013],” Largueche noted.
During the discussion of the constitution, Islamist members of the
Constituent Assembly tried in 2011
to substitute the notion of complementary to that of gender equality.
Mobilisation of civil society and secular parties thwarted the attempt at
diluting women’s rights.
For Jordanian human rights activist Rana Husseini the “Arab spring”
reforms dealt a setback to women’s
rights in many Arab countries, including Jordan.
“We find officials less bold to talk
about women’s rights and on many
occasions they succumbed to conservatives’ demands not to empow-

Standing up for their rights
er women in the society,” Husseini
said in an interview with The Arab
Weekly.
“But things began to improve
slowly, though way below our aspirations because there will always be
certain considerations and calculations by politicians when it comes
to women,” she added.
Arab countries ranked the lowest in the world in terms of women’s empowerment in the political
and economic spheres, despite big
achievements in education for Arab
women. “We don’t see the great
achievement at the educational
level being translated into greater
participation at the economic level
or in the political sphere,” Atallah
noted.
She said a combination of cultural, social and legal reasons in addition to the patriarchal mentality
in the Arab society have inhibited
women’s empowerment. “A common aspect is the perception that
women’s work is not a necessity but
only to complement man’s work,
and that women’s primary place
and role is at home, with the family,” the UN official said.

Even when their income is needed, institutional barriers prevent
women from staying economically
active, she said. These include inadequate maternity protection, discrimination in labour policies, gender inequality and the absence of
legislation to protect women from
sexual harassment.

Arab countries
ranked the lowest in
the world in terms of
women’s
empowerment in the
political and
economic spheres
“It is not an enabling environment to push women into the workforce. The problem lies in both, the
legislations and the mentality, because at the end of the day legislation mirrors the people’s principles
and values,” Atallah added.
In Jordan, quotas for women improved their representation in parliament and government. There are
five ministers and 18 members of

parliament in the present administration. “It is a good temporary solution until people get used to having women in such decision-making
posts and are convinced that they
can be important players, same as
their male peers,” Husseini said.
But the most immediate challenge for women in the Arab world
is the one facing women in conflict
situations, Atallah stressed. Hundreds of thousands of Arab women,
men and children in different parts
of the Middle East and North Africa
are directly affected by wars. But
women and children are more vulnerable than men, being physically
threatened and suffering continuous humiliation and abuse of their
rights.
Whether refugees in foreign
states or displaced inside their own
country, women are confronted
with sexual abuse, deprivation and
marginalisation. This would cause
permanent damage to their mental
and physical health and could have
severe consequences for generations to come, Atallah observed.
“What we know is awful but what
we do not know is even worse,” she

said. Although the United Nations
has no accurate data about the violations committed against women
in war-torn countries, especially
Syria, there is an increasing evidence of child marriages and girls
being exploited economically and
sexually, in addition to trafficking of
children, notably girls.
Conflicts, which have been
sweeping the Arab region for the
past few years, have definitely adversely affected the conditions of
women. “Today, it is a different
situation from what we were like a
decade ago,” Atallah argued. “We
were already at a bad starting point
in many countries when it comes to
women’s rights, making some progress here and there but today a lot
of this progress is gone.”
Achieving a meaningful level of
gender equality and women’s empowerment in Arab countries is still
a far-fetched goal.
“However, we have something
to build on,” Atallah noted. “The
capacities and the means are there
but what is lacking is the political
will and commitment to bring about
permanent change.”
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US envoy (R)

The Ghriba procession

Tunisian minister of religious affairs in attendance

Jewish pilgrimage passes
peacefully in Tunisia
despite Israeli warning
Bochra Malki

Tunis

H

undreds defied a warning from Israeli Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu of possible terrorist attacks and made
the annual Jewish pilgrimage on
Tunisia’s island of Djerba.
In a festive atmosphere, Jewish
pilgrims, including some 500 visitors from France, Israel, Italy and
Britain, prayed and carried out
rituals, including writing wishes
on eggs and drinking of fig brandy
before being blessed by a rabbi at
the Ghriba synagogue, believed to
be the oldest in Africa.
Before the May 6th-7th festival,
Netanyahu said Israel had learned
of “concrete threats” of terror attacks against Jewish or Israeli
targets in Tunisia. But Tunisian

The egg ritual

Interior Minister Najem Gharsalli
rejected the warning as unfounded and accused Israel of trying to
“damage the reputation of Tunisia”.
“Tunisia is a safe country and
Djerba, too, is a safe city. Visitors
from the world over are welcome,”
he said.

In 2002, the Ghriba
synagogue was the
target of a suicide
bomb attack
Tight security around the island
showed Tunisian authorities were
taking no chances, however, especially after the March 18th attack
on the Bardo Museum in Tunis
that killed 21 foreign tourists and a
Tunisian policeman.
In 2002, the Ghriba synagogue
was the target of a suicide bombing that cost the lives of 19 people,

mostly European tourists. Al-Qaeda said it carried out the attack.
Tunisian authorities saw the pilgrimage as a key test of their ability
to ensure the security of visitors
they are trying to lure back in the
wake of the Bardo attack, which
badly hurt the tourism sector.
Tunisian tourism authorities
have been trying to reassure European tour operators but visitor
numbers have declined since the
2011 uprising.
Tourism accounts for 7% of Tunisia’s gross domestic product
(GDP).
Nearly 60% of French people
were concerned about security in
Tunisia after the Bardo attack, a
survey showed. France is Tunisia’s
top trading partner and has more
tourists visiting Tunisia than any
other country.
Bochra Malki is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis.

Interview

Tunisian Jewish community leader sees equal rights and obligations
Tunis

T

o the foreign Jewish delegation that asked him
if he ever would leave
Tunisia, Roger Bismuth,
the president of Tunisian
Jewish community, was categorical: “This is the country where I
was born. This is the place where
my ancestors and I were born. This
is my home. Why would I leave?”
Bismuth is a liberal Jew and a
self-made man. He started working
as a construction worker when he
was 14, walking ten miles to work
every day. “I was just a labourer
among labourers,” he remembers.

Religious quotas are
not compatible with
democracy
Now Bismuth, 89, is impressively active for his age. He runs 12
Tunisian companies that cover the
gamut of industries. “We continue
to make a profit, even in this sluggish climate,” he said. “In the worst
of the turbulence of the last four
years, we did not experience any
work stoppage.”

“The reason,” he explains, “is
that in my companies we feel and
act like one big family.”
Another family that Bismuth
watches over is the ageing Jewish community of which he is the
president. He provides for its nursing home in La Goulette and other
humanitarian needs.
There were an estimated 170,000
Jews in Tunisia when the country
gained independence from France
in 1956 but the number has since
dwindled to around 1,500, mostly
residing in Tunis and the southern
island of Djerba.
Bismuth is not only a successful
businessman but also a respected
public figure. He has maintained
close contacts with all governments since independence. For
decades, he has been an active
leading member of the country’s
business federation, known by its
French acronym UTICA. He has
a philosophy about politics and
politicians which he said is derived from faith. “Our religion
teaches us to cooperate with
the authorities of our country, for the common good,”
he said.
Bismuth seemed in pur-

suit of that purpose when he was
received by President Béji Caid
Essebsi on May 5th. “I expressed
the determination of the Jewish
community to make sure the forthcoming pilgrimage to the Ghriba is
a success,” Bismuth said. He was
referring to the annual pilgrimage
by Jews from Tunisia and
the Mediterranean to
the oldest synagogue
in Africa, situated
on Djerba. On the
next day, Bismuth
flew to Djerba
where he met
Ira Forman, the
US State Department’s special envoy for combating
anti-Semitism.

Bismuth says it is useful for foreign officials, including Americans, to see the Ghriba experience
firsthand.
“Maybe US officials can see with
their own eyes, when they come
to Tunisia, that there is still some
hope for religious coexistence in
the Arab world,” he said.
Bismuth has served as a member
of the Tunisian Chamber of Advisers for six years after 2004.
“At that time, I was often described as the Arab world’s
only Jewish senator.
“I was a Jewish senator
but not a senator for the
Jews alone. My remarks were
always aimed at improving
things for the whole population,”
he said.

The president of the Tunisian
Jewish community has, since the
2011 uprising, opposed suggestions that a quota be set for Jews or
Christians in the new parliament.
“We should have the same rights
and obligations as other citizens,”
Bismuth said. “Why should there
be a quota set for people based on
religion? Religious quotas are not
compatible with democracy.
“Besides, religion is a private
matter. Once you make of it a political consideration, you destroy both
politics and religion.”
Based on the same principle, Bismuth wanted the new constitution
to allow all Tunisians, whatever
their religion, to run for public office, including the office of president. But the new constitution
stipulated that to be eligible to the
office of president, a Tunisian citizen must be Muslim.
Bismuth leads a peaceful and
modest life in the same neighbourhood where has lived for the last 70
years. He refuses to accept special
security protection. He said, “The
day I start walking with a security
detail, I would not be at home anymore. Besides, our security people
have better things to do.”
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Salma Hayek’s The Prophet:
A lesson for peace, freedom and life
Sadika Kebbi

Beirut

Y

“

ou can only be free
when even the desire
of seeking freedom
becomes a harness to
you, and when you
cease to speak of freedom as a goal
and a fulfilment.”
This excerpt from The Prophet,
the famous literary work of Lebanese writer Khalil Gibran, was
cited by Rami Kamareddine, a
21-year-old university student, after he watched the animated feature movie based on the book.
“I felt free! Free of all the bonds I
have moored myself to!” Kamareddine commented, adding with
enthusiasm, “Thank you Salma
Hayek. Now I am going to read my
Gibran!”
The Prophet premiered in Beirut
cinemas in April in the presence of
co-producer, Lebanese-Mexican
actress Salma Hayek, and scriptwriter and director Roger Allers,
the maker of Disney’s The Lion
King
Hayek, accompanied by her father, was on her first visit to Lebanon, her ancestral homeland. She
said the movie had been a personal
passion project, a tribute to her
heritage and a message of peace
addressed to the young generation to inspire them to think about
ways to improve the world.
The movie is inspired by Gibran’s
best known work, The Prophet,
which is a series of 26 prose poems
about love, joy, sorrow, death and
work. It tells the story of Almitra,
a young girl who finds the voice
she lost through her friendship
with Mustafa, the character personifying The Prophet. The film is
composed of animated chapters by
award-winning animation directors from around the world.
Hayek made a great impact on
the Lebanese people. Her movie
was an eye-opener for young people who discovered the universal
work of one the 20th century’s
leading writers and philosophers.
“This movie projected me into
another dimension,” Mariam el
Benawi, a 19-year-old veiled university student told The Arab
Weekly. “I literally travelled to another world. Gibran will keep on
echoing from generation to generation until the end of time.” That
comment was in reference to a
quote in the book; “When you love
you should not say, ‘God is in my
heart’, but rather, ‘I am in the heart
of God’.”

The movie’s
animated chapters
were woven by a
team of world
renowned directors
For 17-year-old Mohammad, the
citation that marked him most referred to the relationship between
parents and children: “Your children” are not your children. They
are the sons and daughters of
Life’s longing for itself. They come
through you and not from you.
And though they are with you, yet
they belong not to you.”
“What I really like is that I don’t
belong to my parents! Parents must
understand that we don’t ‘come
from them, but through them, as
Mustafa put it,” Mohammad said.
“I really loathe the fact that people
in our region think that kids are
born into this world to serve their
parents in their old age! … My parents are going to hear from me tonight! Gibran is my Bible from now
on!”
Sarah, a young wife and mother of four, read the book in high
school but did not quite understand it then. Now, as she is married, she fully appreciates what Gi-

bran meant by “Love one another
but make not a bond of love”.
“Gibran meant that couples
shouldn’t get too close to become
as one and that they should leave
space for the wind to breathe between them,” Sarah contended.
”Thank you Salma Hayek for reminding me of one of life’s golden
rules.”
For sure, Mustafa offered food
for thought to the audience, especially the young Lebanese people,
many of whom voiced anger and
dismay for their ignorance of Gibran’s literary work. “Why weren’t
we exposed to Gibran? Why is Gibran not included in our schools’
curriculum
anymore?”
asked
Kamareddine.

Her movie was an
eye-opener for
young people who
discovered the
universal work of
one the 20th
century’s leading
writers and
philosophers
The movie’s animated chapters
were woven by a team of world
renowned directors. Tom Moore,
whose segment in The Prophet was
on love, transported the audience
from individuality to universality,
from the love of oneself to the love
of the universe and its creator.
Michal Socha, who directed the
part on freedom, succeeded in
drawing a painting of many birds
that at first created their own cages
and then flew away and blended
with Mother Nature.
Nina Paley worked on the chapter on children. Through an assortment of human bows and arrows,
the director was able to deliver a
clear message on the relationship
between parent and child. Her arrows hit a bull’s eye. Most of the
attending youth left the theatre
with the right argument to rest
their case. Joann Sfar directed the
section on marriage, an erotic yet
beautiful, scene that transported
the audience to the world of Cinderella and her Prince Charming
and to Jane Austen’s heroes, Elizabeth Bennet and Mr Darcy, who
fall in love with each other but
preserve their own entity and independence.
Mohammed Saeed Harib, an
Emirati animation director who
created the animated television
series FREEJ, was responsible for
the segment on good and evil.
Through a well-crafted scene and
a simple animation, he achieved
Mustafa’s aim in transmitting the
message that at heart, all people
are good. Finally, Paul and Gaetan
Brizzi worked on the segment
about death, a dark subject they
were able to depict in a heavenly
and hopeful scene on after-life,
leaving the audience in awe.
As a producer, Hayek succeeded
in putting together philosophy,
literature and the wisdom of life
in a simplified animated movie
to reach out and deliver Gibran’s
message on life in a simple and understandable language.
At the Cannes festival last year,
the movie drew applause from the
audience for 20 minutes and it received the highest praise at the Toronto Film Festival.
In Lebanon, it touched hearts
and snatched promises to lead to
a rediscovery of Gibran in what
seems to be a wake-up call in a
country which experienced violence and hatred during many
years of bloody conflicts and unrest.
Sadika Kebbi is an English instructor, writer and public speaker. She
lives in Beirut.

Salma Hayek in front of the billboard for her movie The Prophet in Beirut, April 27th.

Salma Hayek poses with her father, Sami Hayek Dominguez, in Beirut.
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West Banker by Mohammad Hawajri

Palestinian art: A means to assert national identity
Samar Kadi

Beirut

P

alestinian art is different from any other art
because the Palestinian
people have had a different experience than most
other people in the world. The loss
of land, occupation and displacement has always affected the work
of Palestinian artists, be they refugees living in camps in the diaspora or in the Israeli-occupied territories, citizens of Israel or migrants
interacting with different cultures
around the world.
Although their techniques and
presentations differed over the
years, influenced by the environment in which they lived, the subject of their paintings remained
closely linked to their cause and
the need to assert their national
identity.
In Gaza, artists are facing the
daily challenge of living and working under siege. “Cultural life is
besieged like Gaza. Artists are lim-

ited in their movement, denied
exposure to the outside world,
and interaction with international
art,” Gaza-based-artist Mohammad
Hawajri told The Arab Weekly in a
Skype interview.
But this made them more creative and determined to improve
their skills. “They managed to
transcribe this difficult situation
and relay it to the outside through
their art, each in his own way, to
show that there is more about Gaza
than war and death … that there is
culture as well,” Hawajri added.
More than six years of siege and
Israeli restrictions have made it almost impossible for many artists to
display their work abroad. Hawajri
has been trying in vain for the past
two months to post a roll of four
paintings to clients in Gulf Arab
countries.
“Insurance companies have repeatedly refused to insure my work
because they could not guarantee
that it would not be destroyed or
confiscated by the Israelis. They
said if it is valuable they prefer not
to take responsibility for it,” Hawajri said.

Confinement,
violence
and
harsh living conditions bear down
on the people, among them artists, who are restricted in their
space and deprived of exposure to
contemporary art movements that
help them progress and improve
their technique. The lack of art institutions to promote Palestinian
art and to give artists additional
knowledge or connect them to the
world is yet another disadvantage.

Palestinians were
forced to be creative
in many fields, be it
in business or fine
arts
But against all odds, local artists
got together and set up two cultural centres with the mission to
promote art through workshops,
lectures and exhibitions, Hawajri
said.
“Gaza artists have great creativity but don’t have the facilities or
the means to progress and to expose their art abroad and this is a

big injustice,” he said, accusing the
Israeli authorities of intentionally
clamping down on Palestinian art
and suppressing culture, to brand
Gaza as only a “death place”.
Underlining the importance
of foreign exposure, after having spent seven months in an
art school in Paris, Hawajri said,
“When you get the chance to see
what’s out there in the galleries
and museums and interact with international artists, you inevitably
gain experience and improve your
art, a chance that artists in Gaza are
denied.”
For Ramallah-based Tayseer
Barakat, the dispersion of the Palestinian people is a double-edged
sword. “We lived tragedies and
sufferings but at the same time
we learned the art of survival…
Thus, Palestinians were forced to
be creative in many fields, be it in
business or fine arts,” he said in
an online interview with The Arab
Weekly.
Describing the difficulties of
working under “crazy conditions”
in Ramallah, where artists were
previously banned from using

Mother from Gaza by Mohammad Hawajri

Man on a white donkey by Asad Azi

Western Warrior oil on canvas by Asad Azi

the white, black, green and red
colours of the Palestinian flag,
Barakat said: “I had to exercise
yoga in order to overcome difficult
situations. Artists are sometimes
obliged to isolate their souls from
the bleakness surrounding them in
order to clear their minds and be
able to sit in front of their canvas
again.”
Asad Azi, an Arab-Israeli painter,
says his work is aimed at challenging Israeli attempts to “stereotype” and “label” Palestinian art as
one depicting death and calamity.
“It was a challenge to defy the
mindset that Palestinian artists
lacked creativity,” he said in an
online interview with The Arab
Weekly.
“I have always been in contact
with Western art, be it in England,
Italy or the US, and this helped me
develop my talent and relay the
Palestinian cause and culture to
the outside world,” he said.
Drawing
comparisons
with
counterparts in Gaza and the West
Bank, Azi, a professor who teaches
art at a Hebrew university in Tel
Aviv, bemoaned the difficulties
under which the latter are reeling.
“They are literally under intellectual and cultural siege which inevitably checked the progress of
their art by limiting the scope of
their subjects and standard of artistic expression,” Azi said. The advantages that artists living outside
the “ghetto” in Gaza and the West
Bank have were pinpointed by art
consultant Rula Alami in Beirut.
“Those residing abroad try to
capture the Palestinian cause in a
much more modern and progressive way than the ones who are
inside,” Alami said. “You also have
the artists in the 1948 territory (Israel), who have interacted with the
Israeli society and as a result have
diversified their subjects though
the Palestinian theme is still present in many of their works,” she
told The Arab Weekly.
Palestinian artists are increasingly concerned about showing
good art while the aim of their
paintings remains to reaffirm their
national identity and convey it to
global audience, she noted.
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Taif: The city of roses

Agenda
Constantine, Algeria:
Through May 20th

Rob L. Wagner

A national book fair, part of
Constantine, Capital of Arab
Culture 2015 celebration,
is held in the Algerian city
through May 20th.

Taif

T

he adage “stop and smell
the roses” takes on new
meaning when visitors
climb to the highlands of
Taif to find a temperate climate and plenty of water that defy
the image of Saudi Arabia as a vast
inhospitable desert.
It is here that the intense fragrance of oil-rich roses from the
nearly 700 farms startles even the
most experienced traveller. Where
in the Gulf region can one literally
take a break from the hubbub of life
and smell the flowers even if none
were to be seen?
Taif is the city of roses. It is an
oasis that traces its roots of cultivating the damask rose to time of the
Ottoman Empire. Taif combines old
world history dating to the sixth
century with its present-day emphasis on natural beauty, Arabian
horses and luxury tourism. Its inhabitants repelled assaults from the
Banu Daws in 630. It fell to the Ottomans in 1517 and remained part of
the Ottoman Empire for nearly 300
years before the Sauds reclaimed
the city in 1802.
Today, Taif is a domestic and international tourist destination for
connoisseurs of the 30-petal rose –
also known as the Rosa x damascena — who seek only the best quality
rose oil and rose water. Taif’s annual Rose Festival, now in its 11th
year, draws tens of thousands of
visitors each spring. While roses are
the principal draw for tourists, over
the past decade Taif has become a
destination city thanks largely to its
relatively mild climate, excellent access to water and wide range of historic sites and agricultural richness.
“In Al-Hada you can find plenty
of resorts and villas as well as rooms
which can be rent by hour,” said Muhammed Murad, 46, a native of Taif
who speaks of his city with obvious
pride. “There are also many parks
and gardens, public and private.”

It is an oasis that
traces its roots
of cultivating
the damask rose
to time of the
Ottoman Empire

Tunis, Tunisia:
May 13th-17th
The French Art Association La
Voix est Libre hosts Festival El
Chanty in Tunisia during May.
The six-day festival includes
jazz concerts, contemporary
dance performances, poetry
readings and will take place in
different venues in Tunis.
Fes, Morocco:
May 19th-June 2nd
The 21st Fes Festival of World
Sacred Music celebrates the
universal dimension of Fes
through world spiritual music,
with African and international
artists.
Sidi Bou Said, Tunisia:
May 22nd-23rd

Al-Hada road at dusk
In the suburbs, Al-Hada celebrates its environment with
gardens and parks that produce
grapes, pomegranates, figs and
apricots. Visitors clamber onto cable cars at the Al-Kurr village and
take a 30-minute aerial journey to
the top of Al-Hada mountain to take
in the stunning views. Al-Shifa to
the south earned is reputation as a
centre for honey production. These
two districts also offer a vast network of trails for ambitious hikers.
“There are no scheduled programmes for hikers by recognised
parties but tourists can hike without any supervision,” Murad said.
“Some Europeans working in the

same company where I work often
say my country has plenty of places
to go and enjoy and one of them are
the mountain regions.”
Given visitors’ tendency to focus on the region’s floral heritage
and natural environment, perhaps
the most underappreciated feature is the Al-Massara International
Equestrian Centre, which serves
as an auction house for selectively
bred Arabian horses, including the
Seglawi, Keheilan, Hamdani, Hadban and Abeyan breeds. The centre
is one of the largest horseback riding facilities in the Gulf and offers
lessons even for novices. A mainstay of the centre is its horse beauty
pageants.

How to get there:

Desert wild flowers

Direct flights from London to Jeddah aboard Saudi Arabia Airlines
start at about $700. Saudi Arabia
Airlines also has direct flights from
Dubai to Taif Regional Airport starting at about $325. Non-Saudi citizens must have a visa to enter the
country. Many visitors make the
186-kilometre 2.5-hour drive via
routes 40 and 15 east from Jeddah,
which can be a challenge with narrow twisting roads rising to nearly
1,900 metres on the slopes of the
Al-Sarawat mountains. The scenic
drive is worth the cost of a tank of
petrol. Murad said the first stop for
motorists as they enter the city is

“King Fahd Park, which was considered the biggest in the Middle East
for many years”

Where to stay:
There are at least two dozen hotels in Taif with an average rating
of three stars with the InterContinental Taif and Ramada Al-Hada
among the top ranked. The Ramada
atop Al-Hada mountain offers spectacular views of the valleys and
mountain range.

When to go:
The rose harvest is during April
with the festival usually starting
around the same time. Then tours
of local rose farms can be arranged
through a domestic tour company.
Temperatures in the spring range
from a balmy 26 Celsius to a manageable 35.

What to know:
Although Taif has a population
of more than 500,000 people, it is
rural and conservative. Be sure to
take a camera but ask permission
when taking photos of people, especially of female sellers in souks
and markets. Modest clothing is
required.
Rob L. Wagner is an American
journalist based in Saudi Arabia.

The Tunisian edition of the
Mediterranean poetry festival
Live Voices brings together
musicians and poets from
across the Mediterranean
region to perform, exchange
and share their art. The programme includes lectures,
poetry shows, music shows
and concerts at the Ennejma
Ezzahra palace, Centre of Arab
and Mediterranean Music in
Sidi Bou Said.
Palestinian Territories:
May 23rd-28th
The eighth Palestine Festival
of Literature will take place in
cities across historic Palestine: the Ottoman Court in
Ramallah, the Adam Hotel in
Gaza, Dar al Tifl in Jerusalem,
al-Midan Theatre in Haifa,
Municipal Library Gardens in
Nablus and Bethlehem University. The festival includes
free public events, including
readings, workshops, music
performances and debates,
meetings with authors and
artists and visits to historic
sites.
Dubai:
May 27th-31st
The seventh Dubai Tango
Festival hosts various tango
workshops, milongas, an unparalleled Tango Dance Night
and Gala Dinner with famous
tango maestros, artists, teachers, dancers from all over the
world.
Constantine, Algeria:
May 31st-June 6th
In collaboration with the
Tourism Ministry, and as a
part of Constantine, Capital of
Arab Culture 2015, the National Exhibition for Arts and
Crafts will be held to showcase traditional handicraft art
from Algeria through the ages.
We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest
to travellers in the Middle
East and North Africa.
Please send tips to:
editor@thearabweekly.com

A village perched on a hill

Landscape on the outskirts of taif

